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WickeMEMORIES
When the Air Force Went Hollywood
and a Congressional Saga Took Flight:
ACTOR JIMMY STEWART AND MARGARET CHASE SMITH by Julie Ross Mackenzie

H

e was chosen to play the young Charles Lindbergh
in the film, The Spirit of St. Louis, about Lindbergh’s
famous 1927 solo transatlantic flight to France. The
film came out in 1957.
That same year, actor Jimmy Stewart ran into turbulence
and suspense of a different type than was shown in the film.
It came at him from, of all places, the halls of Congress.
Stewart had already flown 20 combat missions in World
War II. The tall, self-effacing gentleman from Indiana, Pennsylvania, and son of a hardware store owner faced danger
and death, beating the odds, and lived to experience eventual successes both on and off the screen. His service in the
Air Force, combined with his popularity as a Hollywood
actor, prompted his role in recruitment films such as Winning
Your Wings (1942), said to have led to the enlistment of
thousands of pilots for the Allied cause.
The ´50s came up quickly after victory, a time of automobile tail fins, household innovation, and patriotism still being
nurtured and reassured in a simmering Cold War climate. It
was then that an Air Force Reserve promotion list was
presented to the Senate Armed Services Committee with
Stewart’s name on it.
Certain elements in that
promotion request attracted
the attention of Maine Senator
Margaret Chase Smith, prom-
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inent member of that committee. Both Stewart and Smith
were to engage in a long, drawn out issue of eligibility as
they locked horns—with the armed services, media, and
Washington watching.
It all began with President Dwight D. Eisenhower’s nomination of Jimmy Stewart. The actor’s name was on a list of
11 reservists up for promotion, slated to go from colonel to
brigadier general in the Air Force Reserve.
Normally pro forma, especially coming out of the Oval
Office, any names up for promotion would ordinarily not get
a second look. This time would be different, however.
Everyone wanted to know why the promotions stalled, and
why Senator Smith decided to focus on the
Hollywood and aeronautical legend. The obstruction was depriving him of a promotion the president had clearly sanctioned. She picked up on
discrepancies, the most glaring of which was
included in the Reserve records of Colonel
Stewart.
The Congressional Record of 1957 has Senator
Smith pointing out that in a prior hearing, it was
noted that Stewart, as compared with senior pilots
or command pilots, was simply a pilot and that he

didn’t train every year with the Reserve, only in 1956. “First
time he did a 15-day tour since WWII in 11 years,” she
recounted.
To this point, the Reserve came back with, “These individuals are considered proficient in their Air Force specialty by
virtue of their recent release from active military service; or,
maintain their proficiency through their normal civilian
pursuits.”
That last part really made her sit up and take notice. She
said she had no problem with the acting profession, just took
issue with the fact that the silver screen did not exactly jibe
with the Air Force’s definition of proficiency maintenance. In
her words, “He can’t maintain his proficiency for Deputy
Director of Operations of the Strategic Air Command by
being an actor.” The Reserve had dubbed Stewart not only
for promotion to brigadier general, but also for the prestigious assignment of SAC director. Her point was the Reserve
was making an exception that
Stewart didn’t merit.
Not everyone agreed.
A letter to the senator stated that
since Stewart had a prominent role
in the film Strategic Air Command,
an effort on the part of the Air
Force to show America’s strength,
he effectively inspired the confidence of a nation. Not only that,
but the argument also maintained
that the quality of his service
should be considered, not the
quantity of days in the Reserve.
To understand Smith’s position, one has to understand
her. After years of groundwork in early Maine politics
through her husband Clyde Smith, she came to Washington
with a clear-eyed focus on work to be done. Even before her
husband’s death and her finishing out his term, she was
quick to realize she faced a male bastion of networking in a
city where politics grazed sublimely with maneuvers that
bore watching. Her most notable exercise in gumption was
her Conscience speech some years after this incident, with
words directed toward Joe McCarthy and those who were
misguided and terrorized by his allegations.
Charming and intelligent, with a rose accompanying a
string of pearls, she stood out among the starched collars,
suits, and ties. She was a ranking member of a committee
that tended to accept whatever Commander-in-Chief
Eisenhower, himself decorated and pro-military, might
promote.

The icing on the already crumbling cake for Jimmy was
Smith’s testimony that the past national presidents of the
Reserve Officers Association said, “The nomination was
destructive to the morale of the Air Force Reserve.”
Someone else caught the attention of Senator Smith. It
was Stewart’s rather strange bedfellow in all of this, the
other nominee caught up in controversy, Colonel John B.
Montgomery. According to Smith, he had shown “practically
no interest in the Reserve,” in her words, exhibited by
minimal participation. She pointed out a loophole he took
advantage of, involving leaving active service, going into the
private sector with limited participation in the reserves, then
able to get the same retirement benefits as those who had
remained in. This egregious activity prompted Smith to
actively question his promotion as well.
Supporting her scrutiny, an editorial in the San Antonio
Express went on to question the selection process—why
some were singled out for promotion when “there were
hundreds of eligible reservists.”
She successfully put the spotlight
on such favoritism, requesting the
Reserve take a closer look at itself.
Throughout these skirmishes,
Stewart didn’t say much. The
entire issue appeared to grow all
on its own, with opinions gathering
steam on both sides.
Meanwhile, the Air Force and the
Reserve didn’t mind building on its
successes. It stood solidly with
Stewart, further boosting his popularity and highly trained proficiency by having him return to
the cockpit to publicly fly a B-52, testimony to all comers
that they meant business.
The matter was eventually laid to rest years later when he
became brigadier general in a more informational capacity.
His promotion was initiated by Air Force Reserve authorities
once again, avoiding sore toes stepped on in the prior effort.
Stewart reportedly was deeply affected by what
happened, yet he pursued his own path of distinction in the
air and further on the ground, with visits to troops during the
Vietnam Era. Eventually, Jimmy was to receive the Distinguished Flying Cross, only the second Air Force Reserve
officer awarded with that honor.
Special thanks to Kim Nelson at the Margaret Chase
Smith Library in Skowhegan for materials contributing to
this article.
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A NOTE FROM THE PUBLISHER

“I’ve lived a few
decades now, and
I can’t think of a
single time in my life
when the essence of
this story was so
important to share.”
— Jim Kendrick
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RECIPE FOR STONE SOUP:
Take a large stone. Put it into a sufficient quantity of boiling water. Properly
season it with pepper and salt. Add three or four pounds of good beef, a handful
of herbs, some onions, a cabbage, and three or four carrots. When the soup is
made the stone may be thrown away.
When I heard this story as a kid, it was explained to me that—individually—
folks in a village didn’t have much good food to eat. And one afternoon, some
charismatic happy camper started boiling up what he called “stone soup,”
whereupon various neighbors and friends began contributing what little they
could spare to his effort . . . a carrot here, a bit of beef there . . . and then poof!
They all had plenty of wonderful food and fellowship, right?
I’ve lived a few decades now, and I can’t think of a single time in my life
when the essence of this story was so important to share.
I know you’ve all heard the story a hundred times . . . but it’s worth sharing
right here and now. Agree?
I can’t wait to tell this story to my newest granddaughter. Her name is
Phinney Cove Kendrick. (Her father was born in Phinney Cove, Nova Scotia,
when I was working there 30+ years ago.)
And how am I gonna set the stage for it (in a few years—she’s only four
months old)? I’ll tell her about the day her cousin McKaley and I spent in my
sister’s gravel driveway in New Gloucester making imaginary stone soup in a
plastic beach bucket . . . using real stones . . . no carrots, no beef, no cabbage.
Ingredients notwithstanding, McKaley and I have that stone soup story for
life. And it’s unlikely that either of us will forget it. (Two hours sitting in a
gravel driveway?)
My real point is that stories can hold families together . . . can hold villages
together . . . maybe can hold the whole planet together, if we remember the
good ones.
The evening news can’t do that.
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Dear Readers, Do you know an interesting Maine person? Send an email to
mbarstow@meseniors.com with the details. We look forward to hearing from you.
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YOUR THOUGHTS

The article about Wendy Weiger was so in depth and informative. The interview style and probing questions by Mary Barstow made for a great read.
—Mel B., Lincoln
How much fun “She said Yes!” I saw the proposal in the February issue
of Maine Seniors and wondered, “Is this real? They are so young.” But
sure enough, there it was, the answer, in the March issue. Well, good luck
to both of you, and we all want to come to your marriage!
—Bonnie N., Portland

I have always viewed Maine as
one big community. We might not
all know each other by name, but
I always seem to have a connection wherever I travel. The novel
Talk Radio seems like a story all
about the feeling I have. I can’t
wait to read it.
—Jimmy J., Rockland

CONTRIBUTORS
RON CHASE is author
of The Great Mars Hill
Bank Robbery and
Mountains for
Mortals—New
England. He resides in
Topsham. His latest
book, The Fifty Finest
Outdoor Adventures in Maine is
scheduled to be released in 2021.
ROBERT COOK
is an award-winning
journalist who has
covered everything
from Presidential
campaigns to compelling human interest
stories for more than 25 years.
CANDICE DALE
is a recently retired
humanities high
school teacher/
administrator from
St. Paul’s School in
Concord, NH. Now she
lives in South Portland
and has been a longtime seasonal
resident of Long Island in the Casco Bay.
She is a mother of two grown sons and a
grandmother of two, all of whom love
returning to the island life each summer.
DANIEL DUNKLE
is news director for
Courier Publications
in Camden and has
worked as an editor
and reporter since
1998. In his spare time
he writes horror novels
when his cats will let him at
the keyboard. He lives in Rockland
with his wife and two children.
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ANNE GABBIANELLI
has enjoyed a career as
a broadcast journalist
and college professor.
She appreciates oral
history gained as a
hospice volunteer and the
many heartfelt memories shared by her
patients. Anne lives in Winterport.

JULIE ROSS
MACKENZIE
has had a diverse
career in media,
writing for TV, radio,
and advertising. She
lives in Hallowell with
four-legged independent thinkers, and
writes clerical fiction.

SHEILA D. GRANT is
a freelance editor/
writer/photographer,
and the author of
two books. Her work
has appeared in the
Boston Globe and been
recognized by the Maine
Press Association and the New England
Outdoor Writers Association.

SUSAN OLCOTT is a
freelance writer living
in Brunswick with her
husband and twin
girls. She loves to
write about all things
coastal, edible, and
any story full of life.

AVERY HUNT spent 30
years in New York City
as an award-winning
journalist and a
magazine executive.
She moved to the coast
of Maine in 2001, where
she spent many childhood summers.
ALTHEA KASTELIC is
from Portland and is
currently interning
with Maine Seniors.
She is studying
Journalism,
Psychology, and
Environmental Studies at Mount Holyoke
College and is enjoying exploring Maine’s
beaches and trying out new soup recipes.
CAREY KISH
of Mt. Desert Island is
the author of AMC’s
Best Day Hikes Along
the Maine Coast and
editor of the AMC
Maine Mountain Guide.

NANCY SCHNOG
of Damariscotta has
taught American
literature and
English composition
at the college and
high school levels. Her
articles about literary
education have been published in
the Washington Post and Baltimore Sun.
LYNETTE L. WALTHER
of Camden is the
GardenComm Gold
Medal winner for
writing, a five-time
recipient of the
GardenComm Silver
Metal of Achievement, and
recipient of the National Garden
Bureau’s Exemplary Journalism Award.
CAROLYN ZACHARY
lives in Waldo with her
husband, two dogs,
three cats, and a
growing number of
chickens.
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MAINE HUMOR

The Gremlin
By Daniel Dunkle

T

he other day, I did something that I shouldn’t have.
To clarify, I did something that I had been told
ahead of time that my wife did not want me to do.
She had gone to the store with my teenage daughter,
leaving me alone in the house, and opportunity and temptation proved too much.
I hatched a plan to lay some groundwork to help remove
the potential blame. As she came through the door,
distracted by whatever she was carrying and by the huffing
and banging around of my daughter, I said, “Just a warning,
I saw a long-eared gremlin wandering around earlier. The
cats might have got it, but I don’t know what mischief it
might have gotten up to first.”
Christine and I started dating, officially, in 1994. We
were married in 1997. She is familiar with my version of
normality.
“I see,” she said. “So, you just wanted to warn me about
the gremlin?”
“And, I wanted to let you know that I was not to blame
for anything the gremlin might have done.”
There was a sense of resignation in her sigh.
As time went by, however, the gremlin began to generate
anxiety.
“Did the gremlin leave toenail clippings in the coffee
table drawer?”
I had forgotten about that. “I think it did,” I said.
“Did the gremlin mess up the folded laundry in the
basket looking for sweatpants?”
8 • MAINE SENIORS

“That sounds like exactly the kind of thing a gremlin
might do.”
Gremlins, of course, are not limited to the creatures
from the 1984 horror/Christmas movie, but I will add it is
one of my favorites. If you have not seen it, you really
should. Gremlins in the movie are often depicted in a large
noisy crowd. They are extremely disruptive, but also
creative and amusing, as in the classic scenes in the bar
and movie theater.
In our family, the two “children” and myself make a
decent amount of noise and distraction, giving Christine
an authentic gremlin experience.
According to the dictionary of the interwebs, a gremlin
is “an imaginary mischievous sprite regarded as responsible for an unexplained problem or fault, especially a
mechanical or electronic one.” (This quote is from Google
and Oxford, according to my three minutes of research.)
The gremlin in Christine’s imagination grew by the hour.
Might one of our two useless cats have vomited somewhere or left a mouse carcass in a new and creative configuration? Might my daughter have clogged the tub with
hair?
“Mostly,” Christine told me, “I worried that the gremlin
had left a mess for me somewhere.”
If you say to someone, “This will cost you,” and they
respond, “How much?” and you refuse to answer, they will
begin to imagine the dollar figure in their head. This
number will grow in their imagination. It will soon far

surpass the actual cost. Such is the
way with pessimistic minds.
The following day, my son
emerged from his university, which
exists on the screen of his laptop in
his childhood bedroom. We generally only see him, blinking and pale,
when he becomes hungry enough
to leave his cave. About once a
week, someone in a hazmat suit has
to go in to retrieve his dishes,
where new lifeforms have begun to
sprout.
Upon his most recent sojourn
among the living, Christine began
to go over the various items he
might eat.
“Oh, and there are some meatballs left,” she said.
“You know,” I put in. “I think the
gremlin might have gotten them.”
The meatballs, which I make
according to my grandmother’s and
mother’s special recipe, are so
delectable that I believe strongly
that they could, placed in the right
hands, lead to world peace, or in
too small a supply, trigger a world
war. I made them on a Saturday and
after the initial meal, Christine gave
us each a number that we were
allowed to consume as leftovers.
My son’s were the last remaining
three in the refrigerator, but it
occurred to me that while Christine
was at the store and the boy was in
his room, who was to really say who
had eaten these meatballs?
Who might enjoy such a treat,
cold and direct, no microwave
needed, whilst watching a slasher
movie from the ‘80s on the couch
near a drawer full of toenails?
You might point the finger at me.
But I’m standing by my story. It
was the gremlin. And he will strike
again.

I am a native of Maine going back three
generations. I retired as an attorney in
1995 and came to The Park Danforth in 2009
along with Ellie, my wife of 58 years. Ellie and I
were originally living in a market rate apartment
and we couldn’t have been happier. I lost Ellie
in 2017 and moved to a government subsidized
apartment at The Park Danforth about a year
later. One of the appeals of The Park Danforth
was the ability for me to remain in this lovely
community with friendly people even though
my situation had changed. The staff have been
super attentive, and I have never regretted
moving to The Park Danforth. My only advise to
other people considering a move to The
Park Danforth is……Don’t Wait!

The Park Danforth has been
providing quality senior living
since1881. Situated in the lively
community of Portland, The Park
Danforth offers active seniors the
choices and options they deserve.
Our 24 hour emergency staff
help to provide peace of mind to
our residents and to the people
closest to them. With over 100
years of experience, we know how
to provide an environment that is
both safe and secure.

Our Residents do more than
live at The Park Danforth; they
thrive. Our Life Enrichment
Team, Resident Services and
Maintenance Crew are dedicated
to creating the kind of community
seniors want to live in.

Ask us about
reserving your
apartment now
for spring!
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Richard B.
Anderson:

Maine
Environmental
Titan
By Althea Kastelic

“SEEING THE SILVER
LININGS WHEN THE
TIMES ARE STORMY.”

“T

hings were pretty bad,” says Richard B.
Anderson, his voice crackling over the phone.
“The Presumpscot River was a sewer, and so
were the Androscoggin and the Kennebec and the Penobscot. . . The only one that wasn’t too bad was the Saco.”
He is recalling the late ´60s and early ´70s, when Maine
was not, as the old state slogan says, “The Way Life Should
Be.” Environmental protection legislation was starting to
pass nationwide, inspired by the work of Rachel Carson
(1907–1964), but Maine was not yet doing enough. As a
young man at the time, Anderson saw a pressing need for
pollution regulation in Maine. He decided it was time for
him to get serious and help to bring about the needed
changes.
Anderson was born in Brockton, Massachusetts, and
growing up, he and his family would make the trek each
summer to their camp in Washington, Maine. It was there,
exploring the wilderness and enjoying countless hours
fishing, that he developed his deep appreciation for the
outdoors.
For college, Anderson moved to Maine and earned a
degree in Wildlife Conservation from the University of
Maine at Orono. His summer and part-time jobs with the
Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife led to
a full-time job as the southern Maine assistant regional
biologist. He started in that position the day after his graduation in 1957.
Around 1965, he and others formed the State Biologists
Association, an early, high-profile environmental organization. “We were this sort of radical environmental organization in those days,” Anderson says. The members—a
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Top: Richard Anderson ascending Ben Nevis in Scotland, the highest
mountain in the British Isles. Bottom: Anderson with Canada Premier
Shawn Graham and Gov. John Baldacci at a recognition of the trail at
the Governor’s Mansion in Augusta. PHOTOS COURTESY WALTER ANDERSON

Top: The International Appalachian Trail as it would have been arranged on the supercontinent Pangaea (inset) and now, marked in yellow
along multiple continents. Left: Richard Anderson and Don Hudson, co-founders of the International Appalachian Trail, pose during a hike.
PHOTO COURTESY DON HUDSON Right: Anderson with Gov. Joseph E. Brennan, a supporter of the International Appalachian Trail. PHOTO COURTESY WALTER ANDERSON
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collective of more than 50 like-minded
biologists from across the state—were
working to raise awareness of environmental pollution and to fight for
change. As Anderson and his
colleagues saw all too clearly, Maine’s
precious natural resources of air, land,
and water were being squandered and
degraded.
So, when in the early ’70s he was
approached by then-1st district
Representative for Maine, Peter
Kyros, for guidance concerning what
environmental issues Maine was
facing, Anderson thought that a quick
canoe trip down the Presumpscot
would get the point across.
Recounting his canoe expedition in
an oral history conducted for Bates
College, Anderson says, “Peter
described it as like being in what he
thought what hell might be like
because the dump was right on the
shore of the river, and the rubbish
was burning, and this was a combina-

tion dump between S.D. Warren [a
paper mill] and Westbrook. They bulldozed the stuff out towards the river
and then burned it, and so it was
smoking and smoldering with little
flames here and there, and it kind of
rolled down over the bank and hit the
river. . . The river was just nothing but
sewage, and we’re paddling up
through it, and Peter and I were both
sick by the time we got back. It was
really bad.”
From those days to the present,
Anderson has dedicated his life to
promoting the conservation of Maine’s
natural environment. In 1969 he left
the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife and became Maine
Audubon Society’s associate director
for conservation and later the society’s executive director. At Audubon,
he was a font of energy, writes historian Herb Adams: “He established a
recycling program with the Salvation
Army, argued for mandatory bever-

Richard Anderson at an IAT Meeting at Millinocket Lake. PHOTO COURTESY WALTER ANDERSON
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age-container deposits, presented a
10-week course on sewer overflow
problems in Portland’s Back Cove, and
spoke out against state pheasant
raise-and-release programs as a waste
of money (most died of exposure).”
Anderson pursued his mission with
tireless enthusiasm.
Giving just several other examples,
Adams says that in 1972, “Anderson
convinced the state to rent Maine
Audubon a run-down hot dog stand at
the edge of Scarborough Marsh,
which he soon converted into the
nature center that is still one of the
organization’s busiest facilities. In his
spare time Anderson chaired the
Maine Mining Commission and hosted
the popular public TV program
Upcountry, celebrating the great
Maine outdoors. Anderson also
extended Maine Audubon’s hand of
cooperation to old adversaries by
working with S. D. Warren Company
to improve the environmental conditions in the Presumpscot River
estuary.”
Working with others—embracing
the team approach—is an Anderson
hallmark. He was on the board of
Maine’s Environmental Improvement
Commission, later renamed the Board
of Environmental Protection. This
group made substantial contributions
and worked closely with lawmakers.
According to the Department of Environmental Protection’s website,
“The Board of Environmental Protection is a citizen’s board of seven
members nominated by the Governor
and confirmed by the Legislature that
performs major substantive rulemaking, makes decisions on select
permit applications and appeals of
Commissioner licensing and enforcement actions, and provides a forum
for public participation in department
decisions.”

Anderson’s contributions to
Maine’s environmental protection
include successfully lobbying for the
banning of DDT within Maine and, as
Herb Adams mentions, battling for
public opinion in the fight for the
Maine’s Beverage Container Redemption Program, otherwise known as the
“Bottle Bill.” From the fall of 1976 to
the passage of the bill on June 1,
1978, he helped to counter and overcome a major media campaign that
urged voters to oppose the bottle bill.
However, Anderson states that his
crowning achievement was the Land
for Maine’s Future Program. “I love
land protection. Most of the projects I
worked on are about making land
protected and open to the public
forever. I was one of the key people in
putting together a group of people
that got the “Land for Maine’s Future”
enacted into law. That’s the best piece
of land protection legislation that we
have in Maine.”
During his time as the Commissioner for the Maine Department of
Conservation, Anderson put together
an outdoor recreation commission of
25 key figures from all over the state.
They developed legislation that
became a 50-million-dollar bond
issue for the state to buy land, titled,
“The Land for Maine’s Future.” The
bond has been continuously protected
and renewed in referendums, proving
its importance to the people of Maine
has not wavered over the years.
After his time as State Conservation Commissioner ended, Anderson
was suddenly struck with the idea of a
hiking trail that spanned the Appalachian Mountains—but that followed
the range as it would have been
arranged on the supercontinent
Pangaea. After the idea came to him
while driving through Falmouth,
Anderson reached out to Don

Governor John Baldacci cuts the ribbon at the dedication of an International Appalachian
Trail section and a new shelter near the trestle over the West Branch of the Meduxnekeag
River in Aroostook County. Richard is to his left. PHOTO COURTESY WALTER ANDERSON

Hudson, a notable environmental
luminary and close friend of over 30
years. Anderson urged Hudson to
meet him for breakfast the next day,
and on a Saturday morning in October
of 1993, they began working together
on what would become the International Appalachian Trail (IAT). It is an
extension of the Appalachian Trail
which tracks across multiple continents, beginning on Mount Katahdin
in Maine and ending in Morocco.
The success in establishing the
trail, says Hudson, is a testament to
Anderson’s character. “I can say
without a doubt that working with
Dick and many others on the development of the IAT has been one of the
most rewarding experiences in my
life,” Hudson continues. “I can easily
imagine that had the project been led
by anyone other than Dick, who
always sees the silver linings when
the times are stormy, I would have
easily drifted away from it.”
Despite restrictions imposed by
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic,
Anderson says that board operations
for overseeing the International
Appalachian Trail have not been
deterred.

“We have board meetings with
people all around the North Atlantic,
and we had an administrative
committee meeting yesterday. I was
thinking afterwards that everybody
liked it [virtual],” he says with a laugh.
“Maybe we should just keep doing it
[that way] because nobody had to
drive to get to the meeting!”
Anderson has accomplished and is
still accomplishing great work in his
lifetime. In 2014, for his 80th birthday,
the Maine section of the International
Appalachian Trail was named the
Richard B. Anderson Trail, in recognition of his role in the IAT and the
incalculable number of positive
changes he has made for the environment and for the people of Maine.
Despite receiving numerous awards
and accolades, Anderson remains
humble, and he is not one to claim full
credit. For every project he headed, he
makes sure to include the names of the
other people involved. “I always was
able to find great people to work with,”
says Anderson. “I don’t know whether
it was me or luck . . . but I found a lot of
great people to work with in my life. I
was fortunate to attract great people to
work with and get things done.”
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Anderson’s modesty and quickness
to sing the praises of others is a quality
his many friends greatly respect and
admire about him. “Dick has made an
impact on Planet Earth, no question
about it,” shares Elizabeth Swain, close
friend and manager at POWER Engineers. “His International Appalachian
Trail has connected people, trail
networks, and continents. It is a brilliant conception that he brought to life
through imagination, years of hard
work, and his charismatic personality
that pulls people into his orbit to
accomplish the impossible. He is deeply
loved by so many, most of whom he
mentored and helped shape who they
became.”
Other friends agree. “It’s one thing
to be impressed by his countless
accomplishments through a lifetime of
work,” says Don Hudson, “but the most
impressive aspect of Dick’s character is
the way that he holds others in his
heart and mind. Sure, Dick was instrumental in re-inventing the Maine
Audubon Society, in the establishment
of the Land for Maine’s Future, and in
founding the International Appalachian
Trail. However, the most impressive
thing about Dick is his quality of
genuine, non-judgmental, and caring
friendship.”
Recalling how they first became
friends, Hudson shares a revealing
anecdote, showing how Anderson
could forge bonds and bring out the
best in people. Hudson says that in the
late ´80s, Anderson was attempting to
re-introduce caribou to Maine, and he
had heard that Hudson was well-versed
in alpine vegetation, a primary food
source for caribou. Anderson had
decided to reach out to see if Hudson
wanted to join him on a mountain
excursion. “Dick spoke with me as if he
had known me for 50 years,” says
Hudson. “How could I say no?”
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THE LADIES
of Lewis Point

PART 4 (OF 4)

This series reflects on midlife reinvention and ways people respond to change.

JAYNE GORDON, VICE PRESIDENT OF COASTAL SENIOR COLLEGE
A scholar and educator revises her concepts of listening and love.
Story by Nancy Schnog | Photos by Heather Greene

I

f there is anyone who knows every nook and cranny of
Louisa May Alcott family lore, it is Jayne Gordon, the
former Executive Director of Orchard House, the Alcott
home in Concord, Massachusetts. Little did I think when I
attended my first meeting of the Ladies of the Lewis Point
—an informal group of retired professional women who live
at Lewis Point in Damariscotta and gather intermittently for
neighborly conversations—that I would be seated beside
her. Here was a woman who had moved to Maine, bringing
a lifetime of immersion in New England cultural and literary
history with her.
Jayne is a native of Lexington, Massachusetts, who
resided in the neighboring town, Concord, for 40 years. She
devoted her career to Concord. It is the place where “the
shot heard around the world” was fired in 1775, at the start
of the American revolution, and where 65 years later the
Transcendental movement flowered in literature and philosophy. Down the street from the Alcott’s Orchard House
lived their distinguished neighbor, Ralph Waldo Emerson,
the philosopher whose spiritual musings on nature, individualism, and non-conformity were influential to so many.
Trained in museum administration and education, Jayne
led institutional development and programming at Alcott’s
Orchard House, the Concord Museum, and the Massachusetts Historical Society. During that time, she lived on property that abutted Walden woods—near the pond immortalized by Henry David Thoreau in Walden —and she has
served as both a Director and Trustee of the Thoreau
Society.
All that said, Jayne can’t remember a time when she
didn’t intend to retire in Maine. Explaining her connection
to Mid-Coast Maine, she said, “My family spent summers in
East Boothbay since the 1930s. My mother’s side of the

family settled in Stockton Springs before the revolutionary
war. My father worked at the Ocean Point Inn in East
Boothbay. And before I relocated, my daughter moved to
Boothbay Harbor after a decade of expatriation in Paris.”
When Jayne started to wind down her 50-year career, she
knew precisely where she wanted to go.
That’s Jayne’s particular brand of wisdom, a kind of laserbeam clarity about who she is. A self-confessed “project
person,” she uses her well-honed organizational skills to
sync her life with her temperament. The move to the
Mid-Coast area would provide the proximity to the great
outdoors that she wanted. Not only did she love to hike for
its physical and spiritual benefits, but she remained fascinated by New England landscapes and the human marks left
there by past generations. When she prepared to leave
Concord, after nearly half a century, for Damariscotta, she
knew no one in the area, apart from her daughter. But she
did her research. “I spent a lot of time talking to friends
about social integration,” Jayne commented. “I knew that
being part of a close-knit community is really important to
me. I need people, and I know it.”
Step one in that direction was looking for a living situation close to neighbors and a convenient walking distance
to town. The latter was especially important because her
husband, Don, was in a long process of recovery from a
stroke, and he could walk only short distances. When she
saw the riverside condominiums that occupy a central place
on Lewis Point, she knew she had found both a tranquil,
walkable place and a potential community of future friends.
Once settled, she discovered a strong sense of compatibility
with her neighbors—some retired, some transplants from
other states, as she was. Yet it was another quality, authenticity, that paved the way for these friendships to bloom.
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“No one here is trying impress anyone else. No one is trying
to pad their resumes,” she reflected. “There’s no pretension.
People only care if you’re a good person.”
Shortly after moving to Damariscotta three years ago,
Jayne heard about Coastal Senior College. Instantly, she
warmed to the idea of a volunteer teaching college. She
jumped right in, creating classes on the Alcotts, Thoreau,
and their fellow Transcendentalists, drawn from her
encounters with their lives and works. Two years later, Jayne
decided to align her literary interests with her new chapter
of life and place of residence, and to develop a Maine-centered course. Through visits to the Maine homes and landscapes frequented by seven authors—Henry David
Thoreau, Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, Sarah Orne Jewett,
Edna St. Vincent Millay, Henry Beston, E.B, White, and
Rachel Carson—class members would experience the work
of these authors imaginatively, physically, and sensorily.
Then, came the pandemic and Zoom, nixing the visits.
The class began, and the spirit of learning prevailed. “I’m
not the world’s expert on the subject,” Jayne explained
about her step into Maine’s literary history. “It’s a course I
wanted to take, and it became an exciting co-collaboration
among class members. We shared our research and taught
each other.” In addition to teaching, Jayne’s leadership skills
are also in full swing again. At Coastal Senior College, she
recently accepted the position of Vice President.
Reflecting on the thread connecting her pre-and-post
retirement lives, Jayne said, “In my case, I haven’t reinvented myself. I’m just continuing to do the same things I
did before, in a new place.”
Until there was a poignant pause. Her private life, she
shared openly, had demanded a total reinvention. At
midlife, Jaye would have to radically revise her concepts of
self, acceptance, and love.
Unlike Jayne, Don wasn’t doing well in Damariscotta.
Frustrated by the symptoms left from his stroke—physical
weakness, slowed mental processing, slurred speech—his
continuing disability left him angry and depressed. While
Jayne had hoped that the move north would be beneficial
for her husband, it wasn’t turning out that way. Plus, Don
had a wish to move to Baltimore, a city to which neither Don
nor Jayne had ties, but which somehow called to him. After
a life in a predominately white Boston suburb, he craved
diversity, public transportation, and warmer weather. He
had gone along with his wife’s vision for the future, but it
wasn’t working for him. Jayne’s caregiving, coaxing, and
encouraging—none of it helped. Don resented his dependence and wanted to live his life, not hers.
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The Collective Wisdom of the Ladies of Lewis Point
• Start a conversation, issue an invitation. This is
where community begins.
• Say “yes” to new friendships and opportunities.
• Start new hobbies and activities, but turn off the
valves of self-criticism and judgment. Give yourself time
to learn. Honor the effort.
• Take or start a class at an educational organization.
It’s a great way to nourish the intellect and connect with
kindred spirits.
• Reinvention doesn’t have to start from square one.
Extend what you know. Build on and share your skills,
talents, and experience.
• Work/life balance is as important during later years
as it is during the working years.
• Partake in any of the great activities associated
with the great outdoors.

Describing their six months together at Lewis Point,
Jayne said, “I was going to make this project succeed.
What I forgot was that this project wasn’t mine to manage.
Baltimore captured Don’s imagination, and he decided to
move there. Joining him there was never an option. He
never offered; I never asked.”
Estrangement, you might think, was the upshot of this
crisis, husband and wife concluding they were the latest
casualties of irreconcilable differences. But that’s not
what happened. Rather, Jayne discovered a more attuned
way of listening to her husband, one that enabled her to
embrace his wants. “Don had something to say,” Jayne
shared. “He knew what he needed. He recognized that he
would need to create a new life in order to adapt to the
reality of his circumstances—and be in control of it. He
needed me to let him be.”
Such was the beginning of their reinvented marriage.
These two self-reliant individuals were deeply committed
and lovingly attached, yet they were stricken by a major
health trauma and drawn to different futures. One year
after the move to the Mid-Coast area, Don boarded a bus
to Baltimore, beginning the couple’s long-distance
marriage. “One chapter in our lives had just ended,” Jayne
recollected. “The feelings were almost unbearable—pain,
loss, anger—yet my love for him was still there, and I felt
strangely proud of his strength.”
She had found the strength to let go, but she was still
worried: How would she and Don stay in touch? Although
a former computer consultant, Don had pulled back from
the digital world, giving up laptop screens and mobile
phones as communication tools.
Two weeks later, the answer arrived in her mailbox.
Jayne received a love letter from her husband. The missive
was filled with affection for her as well as Don’s excitement about his new city and the retirement he wanted.
One letter, then another. Jayne answered, one by one.
Soon, the gap of distance filled with words, carefully
chosen and reflected on, written down patiently by hand.
Letters tucked into envelopes with stamps, mailed at the
post office. This marriage evolved into something entirely
new: a married life in letters.
At the one-year anniversary of their separation, Jayne
wrote about her marital journey for a sermon she would
deliver at the Universalist Unitarian Fellowship in
Damariscotta, her spiritual home. It’s a stunning address,
filled with insight into the nature of deep listening and its
transformative emotional power. “What if we could resist
the urge to prescribe quick solutions for each other’s

frustrations and pain, and just step back and listen?”
Jayne asks. “What if we could actually listen before
talking? Ponder before reacting?”
Jayne’s answered those questions this way: “Listening
is not passive; it’s an active engagement of our minds and
hearts. The response takes time, tenacity, and thought.”
Learning to listen, sincerely, selflessly, was the road for
Jayne to see anew. It saved her marriage and gave it new
life.
Before the pandemic, Jayne started to visit Don every
three months, discovering Baltimore through Don’s eyes
and growing their relationship together. While COVID-19
put an end to travel, the letters continued and multiplied.
Since then, Jayne and Don compose a letter to each other
every day. About those handwritten pages, Jayne wrote,
“I can’t begin to tell you what those letters have meant to
me: reassurance, affirmation, a welcome sense of serenity,
renewal.”
In the end, Don’s health calamity and move led Jayne to
shed her pre-set view of marriage and adopt a new vision.
“Doesn’t it make sense,” Jayne asked in her sermon, “to
break out of time-worn ways of defining relationships, or
what love means, or how we should live? Isn’t it richer to
realize that there are no rules about how marriages, partnerships, or friendships should work?”
Love doesn’t require a conventional shape is the lesson
Jayne learned—through experience. This veteran teacher
of Transcendentalist writers walked a path beyond
conformity. Jayne helpfully speaks for a generous “understanding that each one of us is precious, fragile, and
inconsistent. Sometimes maddening, sometimes majestic,
always miraculous.”
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DEEMI, the Down East
Emergency Medicine
Institute
VOLUNTEERS AND STUDENTS MAKING BIG
IMPACTS ON SEARCH-AND-RESCUE EFFORTS

Story by Sheila D. Grant | Photos by Jason Paige Smith

I

t’s hard to imagine anything worse than having a
loved one go missing—except never finding out what
happened to that person. Since 1991, the all-volunteer DEEMI (Down East Emergency Medicine Institute)
has been assisting in search-and-rescue missions and
recovery. Now the nonprofit organization has teamed up
with University of Maine students to bring new technologies to search-and-rescue (SAR) efforts in Maine and
beyond.
DEEMI cofounders Richard Bowie, MS, and Dr. Robert
“Doc” Bowie, MD, both 58, are identical twins with equal
passion for the organization’s mission: “to develop, with
ethics and integrity, systems that will save lives.”
“We founded it with our most trusted friends, Tim
Apple and Danny Finck, and Mr. Phillip Webb,” said
Richard. “But the boots on the ground in Maine were
Bob and I.”
The twins were born in Portland. They both attended
college in Virginia, earning undergrad and master’s
degrees, and in Doc’s case, an MD. Richard was accepted
into a PhD program at the University of Maine at Orono,
and Doc went into his residency. “We both went back to
Maine following our experiences working as medics fulltime during our Richmond years. We wanted to live in a
place where crime was not as prevalent,” said Richard.
“Plus, returning home seemed like a good idea!”
Richard serves as DEEMI’s director of operations;
Doc serves as medical director. The nonprofit organization receives no state or federal funding, Doc said.
DEEMI operates a fleet of military surplus vehicles,
including an airplane, a helicopter, several High Mobility
Multi-purpose Wheeled Vehicles (HMMWVs, or collo-
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quially, Humvees), and drones. The organization has
about 180 volunteers and can cover a lot of ground
when needed. There is no charge for DEEMI’s services.
DEEMI works with local law enforcement, fire rescue,
warden services, and emergency medical services
(EMS). Sometimes, DEEMI is called in by loved ones of a
missing individual, especially in cases where current law
enforcement practices dictate that searches for ablebodied adults not begin until after a waiting period, or
that public resources cannot be aimed at locating a
presumed-dead victim for extended periods of time.

DEEMI efforts attract loyal volunteers
The third member of the organization’s senior staff is
Chris Rowley. He is the director of imagery operations
and analysis.
It was a family tragedy that brought DEEMI to Chris’s
attention. “I live in Dayton, Ohio, but Maine is kind of
home for me,” he said. In 2007, Harrison Damon, the
17-year-old son of Chris’s cousin had brain surgery that
included a shunt. “After the operation, he seemed to be
okay. He was in some pain, but he was back at school,”
Chris said.
On March 5, 2007, the Bucksport High School student
stayed after for tutoring, and then he became confused
and missed the bus, “which was probably related to his
illness and the pain from the operation. He got disoriented and decided to start walking home. But this was
March in Maine, with snow, and it was very, very cold.”
Later that afternoon, a motorist saw Harrison on the
Penobscot Narrows Bridge, wearing only his pants and

Dr. Robert “Doc” Bowie, MD
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shoes. “When people have hypothermia, they think they are overheating and they strip,” explained
Chris. “When the guy got out of his
truck, hollering to ask if he was okay,
Harrison—being disoriented and
frightened—climbed over the railing,
thinking he was getting away. He fell
from the bridge.”
Despite search efforts by local
law enforcement and other officials,
as well as DEEMI, Harrison’s body
was not found. That’s when the
cousin sent Chris, who has a background of more than 30 years of
imagery intelligence, including
training in the US Air Force, a
packet of information.
“She sent this photo, taken from
an aircraft, of a cove on the Penobscot River with a red circle on it, and
DEEMI said they thought there was
something there,” Chris recalled. He
put his training to work. “I didn’t
know at the time what Harrison had
been wearing or not wearing, but I
saw what I believed to be a body
wearing pants and one shoe.”
Chris was put in touch with DEEMI.
“We were taking a vacation back to
Maine that summer,” he said. “I met
DEEMI’s Richard Bowie, and we
talked about their operation.” As
Chris heard about the imaging operation, he realized that the organization might be taken more seriously
by law enforcement, wardens, and
other agencies if he brought his own
intelligence training to the mix. He
reached out to peers with similar
training and formed a nonprofit,
which has since been integrated into
DEEMI.
“Whenever DEEMI would have a
mission, they would collect imagery
and put it into the DEEMI computer
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service. I would go out to my pool of
analysts around the world and ask
them to review the imagery for us,”
Chris said. “If they found anything, I
would develop a product to give to
whoever was in charge of the search.
I’ve been working with DEEMI ever
since then.”
“Having closure is super, super
important,” Chris continued. “I think
a lot of people don’t realize how
important it is. While I was in Maine
that summer, we were planting a tree
at my aunt’s cabin in memory of
Harrison when we got a phone call
from Richard. Somebody had found
a shoe with a foot in it near that cove,
and it was probably Harrison’s shoe.”
DNA testing confirmed it.
Volunteer Billy Joe Dick had been
with DEEMI for eight or nine years—
and then her own 23-year-old
daughter went missing in California.
“We sent the K-9 team out there
and ran the operation,” said
Richard. “She acted as team leader
for her own daughter’s search. We
conducted imagery analysis and
coordination to the team on site,
and the dog team gave us the
answers.”
Despite the unhappy ending, Billy
Joe spoke about the experience in a
video on the DEEMI website. “I have
the utmost respect for DEEMI and
what they do because this isn’t easy,”
she said. “They do the very best that
they can to help people find what
they’re looking for.”
Doc noted that DEEMI prefers to
be a search-and-rescue organization,
“but we find them, and we’ll bring
them home,” he said, somberly.
DEEMI has been involved in many
successful searches, as well. To
mention just a few examples, there

was a University of Maine at Orono
(UMO) professor found safe after
getting lost hunting in 2015; two
6-year-old boys found safe after
wandering into the woods in Glenburn in December 2020; a woman
found safe after running out of gas
and disappearing in Fryeburg in
November 2020; and a woman found
crawling through the snow after
going missing during a storm in
February 2020.

Dr. Robert “Doc” Bowie, MD

Bringing new technologies to
the search-and-rescue arena
The University of Maine wanted
to partner with DEEMI to coinvestigate ways new technologies could
improve search-and-rescue efforts.
They brought Doc on board as a
Professor of Practice, and he has
been working with students in the
Chemical and Biomedical Engineering Department.

“I bring clinical and real-world
experience in, and the students
apply technology. A lot of their projects and capstones are around
search and rescue,” Doc said. “An
important question in SAR is, ‘Once
you find them, what are you going to
do for them?’ We were the first in
the nation to be approved to use
SAR drones. But all we are is a bunch
of volunteers. So, we bring in all of
the technology that we are using and

ask, ‘How can we improve this?’”
DEEMI already uses unmanned
aerial vehicle (UAV) drones and
digital imagery to search large tracts
of land in a matter of minutes. “We
gather images of the search area,
then we take that imagery off the
drone, download it to our Humvee
and beam that up to the Internet,
allowing our analysts and searchers
to look at these pictures all through
the night,” explained Doc.
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Chris said that the benefit of
capturing all the images is that
searchers and analysts can look at
that data multiple times and, “dig
into the data more deeply to find
details that you wouldn’t see with
your naked eye.”
But UMO students think there is
room for improvement. They envision a drone, with an enhanced
video algorithm, capable of landing
near a victim and recording video to
be live streamed to the operations
center, allowing a patient’s breathing,
skin tone, and pulse to be evaluated
before the rescue team arrives.
“Certain injuries cause certain
breathing patterns,” said Doc. “It’s
nice for the team going in to know
the status of the patient.” Such a
video recording from a drone could
also, Richard pointed out, avoid a

rescue team risking injury by hiking
in at 3 a.m. if the victim is deceased
and there’s no need to rush.
Students are working on rescue
sleds able to take and transmit a
patient’s vitals as the person is being
carried out of the wilderness, and a
tourniquet that will report the time it
was applied and the amount of pressure. “As a doctor, I’ve got to know
when you put that tourniquet on in
order to know whether I can salvage
the leg,” Doc said.
One graduate student is working
on an advanced color spectrum
analyses processing tool that would
allow searchers to focus first on
photographs featuring a targeted
clothing color, for example.
Two versions of a drop pod,
carrying supplies that can be
dropped down to victims via drone,

have been developed. Both have
been 3-D printed, and one has been
successfully field tested. There’s
even a prototype remote-controlled
land rover awaiting deployment to
carry medical supplies, communication devices, and necessities over
rough terrain to reach lost, disoriented, or incapacitated persons.
“We are also trying to make sure
we are based on the need of what’s
best for the patient,” Doc said. “We
freely share our technology. We
want people to replicate it! It might
only change three lives in Maine, but
a hundred across the nation.”
DEEMI does not charge for
search-and-rescue services. For
more information, call Richard at
207-866-1080 or visit deemi.org/
wordpress/.

RESIDENTIAL LIVING APARTMENTS • ASSISTED LIVING SUITES • RETIREMENT COTTAGES

Our beautiful community, our caring staff, and the
services we provide all revolve around our residents.
RESIDENTIAL LIVING at Parker Ridge is a more
personalized approach to senior retirement living. We offer
luxurious 1 or 2 bedroom apartments with the option to add
flexible care plans as your needs change. We understand that
maintaining independence and control over all aspects of life
is important to our residents.
ASSISTED LIVING at Parker Ridge provides residents with

quality 24-hour care. Our assisted living suites are perfect for
those who need a heightened level of care, but want to maintain
the comfort and privacy of home. We can accomodate for a
variety of needs including short-term stays, and hospice care.

A Retirement Community
in Coastal Blue Hill, Maine
Call TODAY to Schedule a Virtual Tour 207-374-2306 | 63 Parker Ridge Lane, Blue Hill, ME | ParkerRidge.com | Follow us on
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—The Wall Street Journal—

“Beautifully designed book,
with its useful sidebars,
snappy pull quotes and
stunning photographs.”

Convenient, comfortable
living in Rockland—
Maine’s Vibrant Seaside
City! The harbor,
culture, arts and
entertainment, skiing,
sailing, golf...it’s all
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The author holding one of her Barred Rocks in February.

“When you have chickens . . .”
LAYING HENS PROVIDE EGGS . . . AND RELIEVE STRESS

W

Winston, the author’s white Brahma rooster, crowing with his flock
inside the run.
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By Carolyn Zachary

hen I was a young girl, my maternal grandfather
would tell me, “When you have chickens, be
sure to get Rhode Island Reds.” I always
thought it cute that he said “when,” and not “if.” Perhaps
that’s because he always had chickens in his back yard,
and during the Depression their eggs helped feed not
only my grandparents’ five children, but also the family
next door. He even gave me a pamphlet on raising backyard chickens.
Grandpa recognized the value of a sustainable food
source in times of need—not unlike the current pandemic-spawned back-to-the-land movement that’s sending
city dwellers to the country, buying houses by phone and
internet. As the value of Maine homes has increased in
this booming market, interestingly, so has the price of
chickens. Baby chicks that sold for $3 each in 2019 have

risen to $5 to $10 each, depending on breed and breeder,
while $20 hens a year ago now might sell for $35 or
more.
Gauging from the number of photos of silver-haired
folks on social media sites for Maine chicken owners,
plenty of seniors are among the state’s chicken farmers.
I am one of the newcomers. I’d thought about it over the
decades, but the timing never was quite right. In 2019,
however, we had plenty of room for some chickens, and
it occurred to me that it was now or never. On Facebook
I found a small, third-hand coop with attached run. Then
I picked up six 2-week-old chicks at a farm store, three
Plymouth Barred Rocks and, yes, Grandpa, three Rhode
Island Reds.
And I’m hooked.
Why the Rocks and not just Reds? Well, additional
inspiration came from my neighbor and friend who owns
and loves Barred Rocks. Robin Chandler moved to Maine
in 2015 with her husband and four older Leghorns, the
chickens she’d kept in her native Massachusetts. When
her last Leghorn, Whitey, was old and blind, Robin bought
five Barred Rock chicks. In an unusual departure from
“pecking order,” one of the youngsters befriended the
aged hen and accompanied her around the yard, looking
out for her until she died.
A veritable font of chicken knowledge, Robin is my
adviser. I’d always thought about chickens in terms of egg
production, but Robin introduced me to the concept of
chickens as pets, with unique personalities and behaviors, endlessly amusing with their antics. When she is
outside gardening, her girls cluster around, especially if
she is digging in the dirt—they wait for yummy earthworms to emerge. The hens also congregate on her deck,
knowing she will appear with dried mealworms and other
treats.
If that weren’t enough to redirect my thinking,
becoming a chicken mom to six chicks housed initially in
my powder room certainly did. I learned to hand-feed my
babies occasional scrambled eggs and to hold them
often. Chickens are birds, and birds fly—and they soon
began to lift off in the bathroom, proudly perching on the
rim of the large plastic tub that was my brooder. Being
birds, they also poop indiscriminately. After discovering
their gifts on the baseboard, floor, and toilet (on, not in),
I fashioned a top for their plastic tub, cutting out the
center and replacing it with chicken wire. Definitely a
labor-saver.

Top: Robin Chandler of Waldo holding one of her black Cochins
(note the feathered feet) outside her coop and run. Robin’s flock
consists of three Barred Rocks and two black Cochins. She added
the Cochins last fall. Bottom: Whiting’s True Blues, as babies born
March 7, in a new makeshift small plastic tub brooder.
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Top: Author’s flock, summer 2019, with Barred Rock escapees on
left, outside the fenced in run, and more timid souls (Rhode Island
Reds) on right, still inside. Bottom: Robin Chandler of Waldo with
her flock (three Barred Rocks, two Black Cochins).

Helpful Online Groups for
People Raising Chickens
Most chicken owners in these groups are happy to
offer assistance online and are a great source of
information:
BackYardChickens.com
Maine Chicken Enthusiasts, on Facebook
Maine Poultry Connection, on Facebook
MeWe.com
(several groups; sign up for your choices)
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When weather permitted, I moved my brood into the
new coop and run. Later, we drove T-posts in a great oval
and attached green plastic chicken “wire” so they could
free range, meaning have access to an outside area for at
least a portion of the day. Work completed, I watched in
dismay as they flew easily over the 4-foot fence and
waddled straight into my vegetable garden to lay waste.
I’ve since learned that when you have chickens, you must
fence either the hens or your garden. On the plus side,
we welcomed the absence of ticks on our property. Dogs
and cats carried not one tick into the house. And I found
my chickens put a smile on my face, lightened my mood,
and offered comic relief after a stressful day.
Oh, and eggs! What a thrill when you find that first
little egg. They taste good, too.
I also learned it takes a stout heart to raise chickens in
rural Maine. Predators abound, in the air and on the
ground. Once a predator gets one of your chickens, word
seems to travel, especially if you free range. The dilemma:
Free-ranging arguably produces the healthiest (if not
longest-lived) chickens. So I was determined to make it
work.
Before we met, Robin had lost two hens to Cooper’s
hawks. “Cooper’s hawks prey on backyard bird feeders,”
she told me. A particular target is mourning doves. “Big
red-tailed hawks don’t scare me as much because they
come down slow, and chickens have time to run,” she
explained. “Cooper’s hawks fly 5 feet off the ground, kill
fast, and come back later to eat.” With the second kill,
Robin disposed of the ill-fated hen. When the hawk came
back the next day, its kill was gone, and the discouraged
predator didn’t return.
Chicken owners post online about experiences with
four-legged predators, including raccoons, fisher cats,
weasels, minks, foxes, rats, and more. In October 2019, a
coyote—prevalent in our area—boldly carried off another
of Robin’s Barred Rocks in broad daylight. (Dusk is usually
hunting time.) Adding to Robin’s upset over the loss was
concern that her two surviving hens couldn’t generate
enough heat at night to survive the winter. Chickens perch
close together, head to tail, in their coop and keep each
other plenty warm, even in sub-zero weather. They
generate so much humid heat that most Maine chicken
coops are not heated and must be vented to avoid mold
growth. Moreover, with a power outage, if chickens are
accustomed to heat, they can die in sudden cold.
I gave Robin two of my Barred Rocks, so we each had
four hens. For better protection, I moved my coop close

to our house, downsized my run so I
could stretch rolls of plastic chicken
wire over the top as a roof, and
stopped free ranging. At night a
skunk filled up on my layer pellets
(convenient chicken feed formed
into compact cylinders and made
from a mixture of grains, protein,
vitamins, and minerals), but otherwise, we were unbothered through
the winter.
While my hens were free ranging
again last spring, a Cooper’s hawk
grabbed my remaining Barred
Rock—my friendliest, favorite
chicken. I was devastated. Clearly,
she was my pet. Then, a week later,
a fox or coyote carried off one of my
Reds.
Upset but determined, I searched
online and bought more of each
breed from a chicken mom in Bucksport. Before their second night
with me last July, coyotes carried off
two of my new girls. Those losses
left me reeling. Although I had
researched and taken a number of
steps to secure and protect my
flock, the carnage continued. Woodland residents saw our property as a
smorgasbord.
I’d been saving for a new coop
and in late spring of 2020 took
delivery on a sturdy Amish-built
structure from a company in Unity.
We arranged the two coops so we
could build a secure, roofed run
between them.
Another friend told me what I
needed was a rooster. She gave me
five homeless hens together with a
young white Brahma rooster.
Although only three months old,
gentle Winston already was huge,
and he knew instinctively what to do.
And did it. Roosters guard and
protect. They actually herd their
girls to safety when threatened and

The author’s set-up with two coops and covered run between them. The orange electrical cord is
attached to a heated platform for the waterer to keep it from freezing. There is no heat or light in
the coops or run other than the heater for the waterer.

Tips for Getting Started
• Buy, build, or repurpose the biggest coop possible. You’ll quickly learn about
“chicken math,” a force of nature that compels you to increase the size of your flock
until you have no idea how many chickens you have—there are just too many to
count.
• Chickens prefer to sleep with feet flat, covering their feet with their bodies. Use
2x4s, not poles, for perches.
• Don’t overachieve on nesting boxes. You may build six, but they’ll fight each
other to use just one.
• Get your coop and run set up before acquiring any chickens.
• Make discerning choices about where you buy chickens. Breeder lists are available on some group sites. Some people have good luck purchasing from farm stores.
Do your best to be sure the chickens you buy are healthy.
• If you buy baby chicks, you can improvise to make a brooder, but you will need
some equipment, including a heat source. Best to consult a book or ask in a social
media chicken group (see list on p. 28).
• Don’t get chickens and expect to make money. I figure the eggs I sell for $3 a
dozen actually cost me about $1,000 apiece. Chicken math.
• Chickens are omnivores. Feed them healthy food, supplement (especially in
winter), and green vegetables as you are able. Or free range the chickens for the
benefits of providing the chickens with grass, bugs, worms, etc. Remember, chickens
eat ticks.
• To discourage predators, cover your run. Make sure your chickens are inside
your run or coop well before dusk. Hang shiny things like CDs or DVDs around your
yard, as hawks don’t like the sun in their sensitive eyes. Since hawks avoid crows,
encourage crows to nest around you, such as with compost piles containing food
scraps, which might attract them. Get a rooster. Get a guard dog, first checking the
best breeds for poultry. Move a fake owl around your yard. Make sure your coop
and run are secure so small animals cannot get under or through.
• Don’t wash eggs. They can sit on your kitchen counter for a few weeks. If freshness is in doubt, test them in a bowl of water: If the egg sinks, it’s fresh. If it floats,
cook it up, shell and all, and give it to your chickens.
• Caution: Owning chickens is addictive. And as someone posted on Maine
Chicken Enthusiasts, chickens are the gateway drug to other farm animals.
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get them back to the run before
dusk. Recently, when an eagle flew
overhead, my roo issued a throaty
warning signal, and he and his hens
froze, gazing skyward as the raptor
changed course and flew away. I’m
told that a good rooster will fight to
the death to protect his flock, and
web posts from owners bear that
out.
Dare I say it? We have not lost a
chicken since Winston joined our
flock. And for a great mid-afternoon
stress-reliever, all I have to do is
walk outside with a bowl of cracked
corn and call “Chickie, chickie,
chickie!” Hens come galloping,
flanked by their lumbering guardian
rooster and resembling a cartoon
version of The Magnificent Seven
thundering across the plains.
Watching my birds’ antics is good
for at least a smile a day. So, yes,
chickens most definitely can be
pets. Mine surely are.
Recent studies actually have
established the therapeutic value of
chickens. Hens increasingly are
being used as therapy animals with
seniors (dubbed “Hensioners”) in
nursing homes in England, as well as
in Canada and the United States.
Therapy chickens have proven
particularly effective with older
men, helping them to socialize.
Studies show chickens offer therapeutic benefits for people of all ages
who suffer from anxiety, depression, isolation, loneliness, and
dementia.
As for my own feathered therapy
pets, at this writing I’m mom to nine
hens and two roosters. I’ve acquired
an incubator to hatch my own eggs.
And in a small brooder are two,
week-old babies—Whiting’s True
Blues, a relatively new breed that
lays sky-blue eggs. I can’t wait!
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Ed McCartan:

Lifelong Service, Lifelong Art
By Avery Hunt

E

d is a true renaissance man: He is a teacher, a
From upstate New York, he studied theology in Washpassionate and involved champion of human rights ington DC, where he earned a master’s degree at Whiteand social justice, a seeker of truths, and a lifelong friars Hall Theological Seminary. In his off-hours Ed also
learner. And, of course, he is a recognized artist. But how has sang and played the drums with a group of fellow
art fit in with his many other pursuits?
students—“The Friars Five”—at folk venues around
McCartan, the son of Irish immigrants, grew up in Chicago town.
and attended a Catholic high school run by Carmelite priests.
After graduation, he then returned from DC to Chicago
Tall and robust, he played football and was an all-around guy to teach art in a suburban high school, where his duties
probably destined for the secular world. But his world included helping at local parishes. After several years he
shifted, and he began having
was asked to live in the
leanings toward joining the
Carmelite community in
priesthood.
Milwaukee at Marquette
“It was in high school that I
University, where he was
thought I’d give the Carmelpart of a Campus Ministry
ites a try. They seemed like
team. There, he also taught
happy and committed men in
art. While at Marquette, he
their work.”
spent summers studying at
It was a long process—10
Notre Dame.
years and lots of study—to
And it was at Notre Dame,
finally be ordained in this
in 1970, that he earned
unique order. Along the way,
another master’s degree,
McCartan was led to study
this time in painting. “Those
many subjects in many
were really nice years, going
places. First, he was sent to
to art class and enjoying
Hamilton, Massachusetts, Ed McCartan with “Abundance,” his award-winning painting, at a recent summer campus life.”
w h e r e h e c o m p l e t e d art show at River Arts in Damariscotta. PHOTO BY JULIO SANCHZ-BANOS
After eight years of
high school work as a fledgteaching, his life took a
ling seminarian. From there, his class of students went to Mt. major turn. He left the priesthood to marry. He has two
Carmel College in Niagara Falls, Ontario, for intensive philos- daughters from his first marriage. One is a webmaster for
ophy study. “We then set aside a year to complete studies public zoos in the Boston area. The other is an actor in
about the life we were preparing to live, and we worked on a New York.
beautiful farm in Pennsylvania. Imagine a group of kids from
At that point, in his now-secular life, he moved back to
the South Side of Chicago on a farm.”
upstate New York to join the faculty of the Emma Willard
After further study in Canada, there were classes at St. School, a private girl’s school in Troy. He also taught part
Bonaventure University in Olean, New York, from which he time to aspiring art teachers at Russell Sage College. Ed
graduated in 1962 with a degree in philosophy. “To say they continued his education, earning a master’s degree in art
sent us all over the place is an understatement,” he education and a Master of Fine Arts (MFA) at the State
comments.
University of New York at Albany.
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Paintings from top to bottom: “Kyoto,” “Winter Woods,” “A Thin Place.”

In 2002, Ed “retired” (a relative term for someone so active)
from the Emma Willard school and moved to Maine. His wife,
Jo, had fond memories of Maine as a youngster and convinced
him to relocate there because of the beauty of the land and
sea. It seemed the ideal place for an artist.
As a professional artist, he has shown his work in juried
shows since the early ’70s—in River Arts in Damariscotta,
where he is an artist member and a frequent presence, in
Bath’s Centre Street Gallery, and in many galleries throughout
the Northeast. He recently had a “virtual” show at the Curtis
Memorial Library in Brunswick.
McCartan paints with acrylics these days. He began his
early work in oils but reacted to their toxicity. He uses many
types of brushes and laughingly points, with twinkling brown
eyes and a sly grin, to a couple of empty buckets in his studio
that are crammed with ordinary house paint brushes which he
collects from friends. His colors are bold and arresting. His
style is abstract and faintly reminiscent of Japanese techniques. Unlike some artists, he does not paint from photographs or visual memory—rather from the depths of his imagination.
In his artist’s statement, he explains that his current work “is
about natural forms, flowers, seed pods, etc., and abstract
symbols that refer to liminal things, which bridge the space
between the natural and the spiritual. I am open to wherever
chance takes me, so that I go to a variety of subjects, which
leaves room for experimentation with simple sumi-e strokes
and lines, while also layering glazes throughout the composition. I go to nature and the possibilities inherent in the materials for inspiration. It is an ongoing endeavor.” Sumi-e strokes
and lines, he explains, are the use of brush and black ink to
convey power or gentleness that are free, yet disciplined
gestures.
He follows the concept of mushin, a Japanese term meaning
“no-mind,” in which people free themselves from cerebral
organization and structure (which helps remove anxiety and
pressure for perfection). He encourages his students to practice the same.
Ed and Jo have made it a priority to put themselves out there
into the world and try new things. For example, they volunteered one summer to help herd sheep for the Wyeth family
from their island grazing spaces, via boat, to the mainland. On
this experience, Ed commented, “The sheep seemed to know
where they were going more than we ‘shepherds’ did. While
we never actually saw Betsy Wyeth, she prepared a lovely
lunch, we had a grand time, and the other herders were
delightful.”
He has also transported artwork around Maine, worked with
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troubled kids in urban environments, helped an Iraqi immigrant
open a tandoori shop in Portland,
and taught at Midcoast Senior
College in Brunswick. He still
preaches summers at the Popham
Chapel in Phippsburg. Service and
fraternity are part of the Carmelite
mission, and McCartan clearly has
lived this credo well beyond his 18
years as a member of that group.
He continues to paint in his
charmingly cluttered studio in the
cellar of the old Bath Hospital. He
does some teaching. He also maintains his commitment to community
involvement, working with a group
dedicated to helping immigrants,
“New Mainers.”
“I’ve tried to be part of peace and
justice communities through the
years, wherever I have lived.
Recently, I’ve been volunteering in a
‘Read Together’ program in Bath
with a wonderful 8-year-old girl who
is working on her reading skills. And
mentoring a teenage Congolese boy
from a family of seven children who
is interested in art. I also correct
papers for incarcerated persons
through the College Guild program
that helps inmates improve
their skills in various academic
areas, while letting them know that
they are valuable people.”
Despite his impressive academic
and artistic credentials and his long
history of dedicated community
service, McCartan insists, in his
modest way, that he is still learning,
still curious. Now in his early 80s, he
continues to live many lives, all of
them to the fullest.
To see more of Ed McCarten’s art
and see his full biography and
gallery credits, please visit his
website www.emccartan.com.
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By Carey Kish

M

aine, or more specifically the
The tragic events September 11,
town of Norway, was once
2001, changed Howe forever. He was
known as the “snowshoe
compelled to do something for the
capital of the world.” Names like Tubbs
veterans, first responders, and police
and Snocraft dominated the snowshoe
who routinely answered the call of duty
market for many years, constructing
and put their lives on the line. Howe
high-quality, durable frames out of
began to guide these men and women
white ash from the Maine woods. These
on outdoor adventures for free so they
snowshoes were tied by hand with
could experience the healing power of
rawhide by talented craftsmen, for a
Mother Nature, and as demand
finished product that was able to withincreased, he turned it into an official
stand the heavy demands of the profesnon-profit called Pine Grove Programs.
sional users who depended on them.
“It’s been a great opportunity to get
Today, just a handful of companies
these folks outdoors, a way to say,
still build wooden snowshoes, and
‘thank you for your service,’” said
prominent among them is Maine Guide
Howe.
Judy Holmes, who is in her mid-60s, lives in
Snowshoes, based in Pleasant Ridge
Somewhere along the way, Howe’s
Bar Harbor in the summer and in the winter
Plantation. In 1998, Bob Howe, and his races 5Ks in the mountains of Montana at a wife, Andrea, suggested he “find a way
wife Andrea, bought Pine Grove Lodge 5,000-foot elevation on snowshoes.
to pay for this non-profit activity.” In
and Cabins in Pleasant Ridge, and with
the back of his mind was the idea of
the lodge came a snowshoe-making operation that taking a closer look at his sideline snowshoe business.
produced 100 pairs a year. Their business has grown into
In the 1970s and ’80s, the major manufacturers gave up
one of the country’s premier snowshoe manufacturers.
making snowshoes of the traditional wooden types and
“The snowshoe business was kind of an after-thought moved into aluminum and then plastic shoes, not because
with the deal,” said Howe, a Registered Maine Guide and they were better, but rather cheaper and easier to produce.
outfitter who has been making a living in the Maine woods The snowshoe market shifted dramatically, and with that,
for 45 years.
large-scale production of wooden snowshoes ceased.
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PHOTOS COURTESY BOB HOWE

Bob Howe and
the Story of
MAINE GUIDE SNOWSHOES

Snowshoe varnishing.

“Aluminum and plastic snowshoes are good for walking on
packed trails,” said Howe, “but if you’re in the woods with
four feet of snow, they won’t effectively carry your weight or
shed the snow. A traditional tied snowshoe allows snow to sift
through the decking, making it significantly easier to walk and
stay on top of the snow.”
Seeing this void in the snowshoe industry, Howe ramped
up production and soon his products were being distributed
across the country to loggers, guides, game wardens, and
other pros who needed a snowshoe they could rely on. But
how was he going to keep up with demand?
As luck would have it, Howe got a surprise call from an
official at the Mountain View Correctional Facility in
Charleston, asking if there was any possibility that he could
teach some of the inmates how to make snowshoes. The
answer was an emphatic “yes!”
Howe spent the next several months working with the
facility’s staff teaching them how to make frames, and these
skills were brought back and taught to the inmates who,
nearing the end of their incarceration, may participate in job
training programs to assist in their transition to life outside
prison. Soon enough, the men were building snowshoe
frames.
Howe purchases these unfinished snowshoes,
fashioned from the best white ash wood available, and completes the manufacturing
process with a crew at his woodworking shop
at Pine Grove.
“We tie the frames, then dip them in varnish,” Howe
said. “Finally, we add a harness.”
The frames are tied together to create the decking, which
gives the snowshoe its floatation ability. This is done with a
high quality, triple-braid polyethylene rope, a far cry from the
old method using rawhide or neoprene lashing.
“The rope is very strong, extremely moisture and UV resistant, and doesn’t stretch. Critters and bugs will leave it alone,
too,” noted Howe.
The tied snowshoe frames are then dipped in a marine
spar varnish and allowed to dry or “cure,” a step that is
repeated three times.
The specially built harness, designed to be easy to put on
and take off, holds the boot securely in place so that the
snowshoe follows the foot with each step forward, with no
slide slipping.
Our harnesses are “guaranteed for life and will not break,”
said Howe.
Maine Guide Snowshoes manufactures a variety of classic
snowshoe models, from the Alaskan and Sportsman to the

“I have 20 years . . . and countless
miles on snowshoes in the willywacks of Maine. Maine Guide
Snowshoes are amongst the
finest traditional wood
snowshoes produced in this
country—far superior to those
made of plastic and aluminum.”
—David Ganter, hardcore snowshoer
and Maine Seniors reader
Beavertail and Modified Bearpaw. Each
is designed for the specific snow conditions and type of terrain a user may
encounter, whether around the United States or across the
globe.
The most popular Maine Guide snowshoe is the newest,
the Rabbit Hunter (above). This revolutionary design features
a big upturn in the toe and a midsize upturn on the tail.
According to the company’s website, “it is great for backing
up in the trail and also improves forward snowshoeing
because it doesn’t drag as much snow. It is also designed to
lay flat on top of the snow instead of sinking down into it.”
Functional and beautifully crafted, regular winter outdoor
enthusiasts can enjoy and appreciate a pair of Maine Guide
Snowshoes. And since 100 percent of the company’s profits
go toward the Pine Grove Programs, your purchase does
wonderful double duty, a big win-win.
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HISTORICAL PHOTOS COURTESY BOB FRASER’S RESEARCH

The Lucerne Inn, then known as the Half Way House, was moved back from the road on logs as part of its renovation.

A Deep Dive into Phillips Lake’s History
BOB FRASER ON THE UNIQUENESS OF LUCERNE-IN-MAINE
By Anne Gabbianelli

H

Bob Fraser at work.

PHOTO COURTESY OF PAT FRASER
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istory never gets too old for Bob Fraser. The
Lucerne-in-Maine resident has been delving into
and sharing the interesting history surrounding
Phillips Lake, where his mother bought a cabin in the late
1930s. Bob grew up in Brewer, just down the road from
Dedham, where Phillips Lake is located. Having spent his
childhood summers on the lake, however, and having been
a summer camp counsellor there, and now returning to the
family camp for his retirement years, he feels like a native
of Lucerne-in-Maine.
Bob says that where he and his wife Pat live is unique,
making him intent to capture and preserve the area’s
history. For one thing, consider the unusual legal status of
the place: “We are legally citizens of the Town of Dedham,
but Lucerne-in-Maine Village is a quasi-municipal corporation within the boundaries of Dedham. In 1927 the state
recognized us as our own form of government. We have
our own board, our own taxes, and plow our own roads.
And no matter how many times dissolving Lucerne-inMaine comes to vote, it keeps getting voted down, as
people appreciate the uniqueness.”

Top: An early camp on Phillips Lake. Center: The Log Lodge in 1929.
Bottom: This historical photo advertises “A string of well-trained
saddle horses and beautiful bridle paths give pleasure to riders at
Lucerne-in-Maine.”

Bob retired about 20 years ago, but it’s only in the last
six years that he has concentrated on researching and
exchanging information as an unofficial historian. Bob’s
homestead cabin was one of the original log cabins built
around Phillips Lake in the 1920s. “I got talking to people
around the lake about the background of families going
back to 1920s. I did not see a lot of those accounts being
shared, so I joined the Dedham and Holden Historical
Societies. Their material was safely secured, but I thought
that the history here is amazing, and it has got to get out
there. So, I started a Facebook page because I have tons of
pictures.”
With the help of one of his tech-savvy grandchildren,
Bob has built up the page’s content. He has purchased
some relevant items on eBay and found others in the local
garbage. In addition, he says, “Some folks have moved
away and given me all their historical material.”
He has used the Facebook page to share what he
collects, including pictures, stories, and accounts of people
who have recorded their recollections. “I’ve been taking
pictures on my cell phone and talking with people who
have shared their backgrounds,” Bob says of his process.
“It’s endless, the gathering and the learning more. The
history continues to be so amazing.” Today the Lucernein-Maine Facebook site has over 800 followers. Bob wants
to keep diving deeper, however. “I’m still looking for other
folks, too, from out of state. I want to hear their histories
as well.”
As he has learned, “Nathan Phillips, from the area, built
the first cabin on the lake and built the Halfway House, a
stagecoach stop, in the early 1800s. The Halfway House
was named because of its location, midpoint between
Bangor and Ellsworth. That was the beginning of development in the area.” Records show Phillips had been given
the land for his service in the Revolutionary War (1775–
1783). Phillips also had a brother, John, who was part of
the venture.
Like many historic sites, this area comes with a mystery
story attached—a legend of a double murder-suicide at
the Halfway House, now the Lucerne Inn, on US Rt1A in
Dedham. While the date (1800s? or early 1900s?) and
details are stubbornly fuzzy, the story goes that a woman’s
husband flew into a jealous rage upon finding his wife with
another man and immediately killed them. He then “left
room 8 and went to room 5,” as it is said, where he
committed suicide. Their ghosts still haunt the area, or at
least our imaginations.
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The lake, named after Nathan Phillips, was used to power house (also called the Lake House) helped spark a mass
local sawmills and tanning mills. Bob points out that “Lucerne summer migration. “The club house brought musicians and
is a granite area. When you go to drill a well, you can’t drill artists from ‘away’ to Maine,” Bob explains. The residual
through granite, so the lake was a valuable resource.” He effect of this migration to the lake continues today, with
continues, “The Phillip Johnson family took over the land. I’m in-state owners joined by “out-of-staters from California,
still trying to learn more about Johnson family, but it’s a Texas, Utah, and New York. . . Families still come back,”
struggle.”
ensuring continuity from one generation to the next.
In 1925, a New York stockbroker by the name of Harold
Four years after the inception of Lucerne-in-Maine, the
Saddlemire apparently assumed the responsibility of Phillips Great Depression hit, idling the blossoming Phillips Lake
Lake (and surrounding land, totaling 7,000 acres) through a region. In time, the historic Halfway House was moved and
market transaction. Bob’s research reveals that Saddlemire, reincarnated as the picturesque Lucerne Inn.
originally from Lucerne, Switzerland, began buying land to
Before retirement, Bob was an educator, coach, and
harvest wood. His purchase made him at that time the largest inductee in the Franklin Academy’s Athletic Hall of Fame in
developer in the State of Maine. “It did not take long for the New York. He says, “We traveled a lot, and so I appreciate
site to become its own village, all being built around the rail- coming home,” to Lucerne-in-Maine. He and Pat added on to
road lines that had been in place since the late 1800s, with a the family’s original cabin, making it a year-round residence.
water system, roads, and a log lodge.”
While Pat does not get too involved in Bob’s retirement
During this boom in
research project, she
the 1920s, the Lucernedoes admire his success
in-Maine Community
and persistence. “At first
Association was estabI had no idea his inquiries
lished. Documents
would lead to this level,”
confirm that the pristine
she says. “But he has
shoreline—with a newly
always liked history. I’ve
erected club house—was
been pleased when so
heavily marketed out of
many people began to
state. Some 200 log
also take an interest in
cabins sprang up on
his project. It is a fasciSaddlemire’s watch. Bob
nating story about the
Rebuilding the Half Way House into The Lucerne Inn.
determined from his
history of the lake.”
research that the original
She also shares that
price of a lot on Phillips Lake was $98.20, as confirmed in an Bob’s history project has blended well with family fun and
old budget document. By 1927 lots were averaging a price of activities. “Being retired and living at ‘camp’ year-round has
$200 apiece.
given him much more time to do all the things he loves to do,
Saddlemire studiously created a resort-type atmosphere like fishing, boating, and gardening.”
that he was marketing. The advertising budget for 1927,
Bob’s quest is to keep sharing his historical finds on social
encompassing ads in magazines, on the radio, and in Boston media, and Pat is right when she says, “I really don’t see an
and New York newspapers was a hefty $212,688.56. This end to this project—at least I hope there isn’t. I really hope
figure included advertising for the Beach Club House, which someone will continue it after we are gone.”
drew in musicians and artists, and for the Log Lodge, a
Bob agrees. “I have the time to do it, and it’s been a fun
high-end luxury resort for the wealthy visitors. Saddlemire thing for me,” he says. “It’s important to get the information
also started the teachers’ colony around 1928, with the idea out so the next generation can take over. Part of my push is
to bring in artists to entertain guests. It later failed. In 1934, to get the young people to realize the uniqueness of Lucerneafter bankruptcy, they brought in entertainers and even in-Maine.”
Amelia Earhart (1897–1937), celebrity aviator, to try to bring
attention to the area.
For more information, please see the Bob Fraser’s FaceFollowing the ad blitz, Phillips Lake and its iconic club book group, Lucerne in Maine History.
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Once in a lifetime opportunity in

Owl’s Head Maine...

If Hemingway lived in Maine, this is where he’d have lived!

In the same family for almost 100 years
7.4 acres, 355 ft of rugged unobstructed view shorefront

2 bed 2 full bath log home with views from all the rooms! Center open both side fireplace separates the great room and the living
dining room. 180 degree open views of Rockland Harbor, Breakwater Lighthouse, and The Samoset Resort with mountains in the
background. Look into Rockport Harbor and marvel at the Camden Hills in the background.
All this and only 3 miles to Knox County Regional airport.

$2,999,000
For information or an appointment contact:
Bob Bird | (207) 542-9596 | bbird@jaretcohn.com
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SENIORS NOT ACTING THEIR AGE

A Rite of Spring
Story and Photos by Ron Chase

A kayaker plunges over a two-stage waterfall of the upper St. George River in Searsmont.

F

or an enthusiastic contingent of
Mainers, paddling coastal rivers
and streams is a clear indication
spring has arrived. Each March and
April, as snow and ice melts and rain
showers replace wintry storms, they
stow away skis and retrieve their
paddles from hibernation.
Many of us older river rats have
been replicating the treasured tradition for decades. I began my whitewater journey on the upper St. George
River in Searsmont in March 1977. In
the years since, friends and I have
returned to the St. George, Sheepscot
River in Alna, Souadabscook Stream
in Hampden, and Ducktrap River in
Lincolnville every spring.
Explaining the attraction isn’t
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simple. The water is frigid, air
temperatures usually cold, ice
frequently an obstacle, and hazards
common. Certainly, the sense of
renewal that is implicit in the season
is a factor. Undoubtedly, the challenges are part of the allure. However,
I believe an abiding love for the sport
is the primary influence. Regardless,
my outdoor club, the Penobscot
Paddle and Chowder Society, schedules a wide assortment of spring
paddling every year.
This spring, the first scheduled trip
was predictably the St. George. I was
the leader of the adventure, and
seven intrepid paddlers turned
out. As usual, we were well represented by old timers who collectively

had hundreds of paddling days on the
George. In fact, the trip was appropriately designated the Skip Pendleton
Memorial Trip to honor one of our
older members who recently passed
away. Remarkably, Skip started
whitewater paddling in his 70s, and
the George was his favorite river.
A lot has changed since my initial
excursion on the St. George. Back
then, most paddlers were navigating
long tripping canoes with inflated
truck-tire inner tubes for flotation.
Attire often consisted of wool underwear, jeans, sweaters, and old
sneakers. Now, most of us wear dry
suits, helmets, and neoprene booties.
On our recent trip, the majority were
in kayaks, while a few paddled short

canoes packed tight with airbags.
We’re warmer and safer now, but I’d
rather be young again.
Leaving shuttle vehicles at a bridge
on Route 105 in Appleton, our expedition began in the village of Searsmont. After a safety discussion, we
launched in a pool above the bridge
on Route 173. Negotiating flat water
for the first segment of the five-mile
voyage, we told anecdotes about
rivers past. Rounding a bend, we
encountered the first whitewater, a
long rapid that ends near Ghent Road
Bridge. Unfortunately, a kayaker
collided with a submerged rock,
resulting in a frosty swim. Alert
participants quickly responded,
r e s c u i n g b o a t e r, p a d d l e , a n d
craft. Continuous whitewater ensued
for about a mile, followed by strong
currents to a more difficult descent
called Magog Chute. Everyone
successfully maneuvered the steep
rapid, and the day culminated with a
pleasant paddle through a scenic
pasture to the takeout.
A few days later, three of us met for
the second trip of the year, Souadabscook Stream in Hampden. Cool
cloudy weather probably explained
the light attendance. An otherwise
obscure tributary, the Sou is a popular
Class II, III, and IV whitewater outing.
Like the St. George, it’s usually one of
the earliest to experience ice out.
Wearing several layers inside of our
dry suits, we were theoretically
well-prepared for the freezing water
and bone-chilling waves.
We cascaded through Boy Scout
Rapid, Emerson Mill Falls, surfing
Paper Mill, and Great Expectations
Rapids, and navigated the complex
Crawford Falls, embracing all the
benefits of the Sou. Daunting Grand
Falls necessitated a decision: to

A canoeist slides down a snowmobile trail in route to Kendall Stream and Ducktrap River in
Lincolnville.

portage or paddle. Two of us paddled,
one swam. Swimming is an inherent
part of the drama and risk. Cold
bodies and good judgment prevailing,
we skipped intimidating Hell’s Gate at
the end.
The next day, four of us tested
another springtime paddling imperative, Ducktrap River in Lincolnville. For
only the second time, we accessed the
Duck through narrow, congested
Kendall Brook. Everything about
Kendall was a hoot. Sledding in our
boats down an ice-covered snowmobile trail to embark on the freshet, we
proceeded to dodge strainers (obstructions that limit water flow, making it
hard for a boat to pass through),
crouch under low hanging trees, and
bounce over boulders while tumbling
steadily downstream. We had to make
an emergency portage around a large,
downed tree. After Kendall, the Class
II/IV rapids and falls on the Duck
seemed benign. The high points were
plunging down an exhilarating waterfall
called Twitchell Pitch and recovering a
paddle lost by a member during a swim
the previous November.

Three typical days of spring
paddling completed, Sheepscot
remained. It wouldn’t be spring
without it.
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Island Life

in the Pandemic
By Candice Dale

A

fter living mainly indoors in South Portland during
the pandemic last spring, my partner and I longed to
move back to Long Island in the Casco Bay, where I
have owned a cottage since 1988. Early in the season,
however, we began to receive dire warnings from the Island’s
Board of Selectmen, suggesting that we seasonal dwellers
posed a risk to the community.
E-mail communications tried to assure us that we were
“appreciated” and were all considered “family” who helped
to make the island what it is. Still, the Town was not ready to
welcome our return and instead looked forward to seeing us
“when the pandemic passes.” Like others around the world,
we imagined that the COVID-19 danger would resolve
quickly, but it became clear that the virus would last well
beyond the summer months. I understood from afar the
concerns about the island community’s vulnerability.
Seasonal residents returning to the island would change the
dynamic of the small, secure year-round population, many
of whom were aging. I also knew that the island offered
limited resources for food and medical care. Still, I was troubled by the Town announcements, urging us seasonal residents to stay away from the island.
I understood how year-rounders might see summer
people as potential carriers of COVID-19, yet I rejected the
notion that I could not return to my own cottage by the sea,
where I had lived for over 30 summers. As a responsible
citizen, I would follow the rules of social distancing, mask
wearing, and quarantining. We would take care of our own
health care needs and bring our own fresh food supplies, as
we did each summer, knowing the limited inventory of the
island’s one small store.
Then another hurdle surfaced: the Casco Bay Lines
declared that public ferry transportation from the mainland
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to the islands would be only for “essential travel.” The Island
leaders interpreted seasonal residents wanting to return by
ferry as “non-essential” travel. This development led some
to use water taxis and private boats to avoid the public ferry.
I wanted to know if my home had made it through the winter
safely, and I wanted to live quietly on the island for the
summer months. When I talked with the Casco Bay Lines, I
was assured that as a property owner I had a right to ride the
ferry to reach my cottage at any time. My ferry use would
not be different than those island residents who travelled
back and forth to the mainland for daily work or grocery
supplies. In time, the Casco Bay Lines changed their terminology from “essential travel” to “permitted travel,” a more
apt description.
At this time, Island leaders also urged homeowners to
reconsider any rentals planned for the summer and
requested that we inform the Town if and when such rentals
did occur. I usually rent my cottage a few weeks each
summer, but in 2020 I agreed with the Town officials. The
only guests I wanted to welcome into my home were family
members.
Another unwelcoming sign began to emerge at this time
on the Long Island Facebook page. Some posts took a negative tone with a few summer residents announcing their
decision not to return at all and a few year-rounders
applauding them for their wisdom, urging all other seasonal
owners to follow their lead and just stay home. One could
not help but feel hurt, whether we were Mainers or out-ofstaters. Didn’t we all help contribute to the island tax base?
Didn’t we all help to build the island community spirit by
supporting fund-raising events over the years for the
Community Center, the Island Elementary School, and the
newly opened Wellness Center? Didn’t we help maintain the

sandy beaches, the conservation walkways, the outdoor
recreational facilities? It seemed last spring as if the island
community was beginning to grow insular, territorial. We
risked friendships by pitting year-round residents against
the seasonal residents, and Robert Frost’s poem kept coming
to my mind:
“Before I built a wall I’d ask to know
What I was walling in or walling out,
And to whom I was like to give offense. . .”
By May, my partner and I began to make day trips by ferry
to open the cottage, picking up the winter’s fallen branches,
sweeping the cottage of mice droppings and dead bugs, and
bringing out food and medical supplies. In June we moved
in full time. Gradually year-round islanders warmed up to
see that we seasonal residents were just as concerned as
they about COVID-19. We all wanted to follow the State’s
guidelines about social distancing, mask wearing, and hand
washing. We all wanted to live safely.
The summer unfolded quietly, slowly. We saw no large
social gatherings, no big beach fires or lobster bakes, no July
4th parade, no fireworks. Small groups gathered to play
lawn croquet or to chat around a fire pit at sunset. Women
walked with friends, and gardeners planted tomatoes and
zucchini, sharing tips for good harvests at the Island community garden. The library opened one morning a week for
curbside book and movie pick-ups. A new pickle ball court
and re-surfaced tennis and basketball courts saw active use.
The one Island Gift Shop, which allowed five masked shoppers with clean hands inside at any one time, always had a
line forming outside, so hungry were we all to buy small treasures.
On the ferry boats, on the wharf, at the town dump, we
practiced distancing, mask wearing, and patience. Everyone
respected one another’s needs to find a safe way to live
together but apart. A new island Bakehouse opened up
down front to offer homemade scones and donuts, hot
soups, and pizza to take out or eat on the deck. Some joined
in on Friday night lobster bakes on the lawn of the Hardshell
Café. Any afternoon or evening one could stop by for a root
beer float at Ed’s Shed or get cold beer or soda at the Boat
House. Families carefully began to invite siblings, children,
and grandchildren into their homes, keeping safe distances
from other community members. A few moments grew
awkward as neighbors tried to tease out where these visitors
“from away” actually lived and if they had properly quarantined. COVID tests were still hard to come by anywhere last
summer. We grew cautious about sharing where we had
recently driven when off island, but we also discovered how

to speak honestly about our expectations for socializing.
Without the usual parade of summer guests in and out of our
homes, we formed deeper connections with our island
neighbors. We managed, old and young, year-rounders and
seasonal dwellers, to find a way to enjoy the magical island
life in the middle of a pandemic.
My partner and I stayed longer than usual into the fall
season, content to remain isolated from the ravages of the
rapidly spreading COVID-19 virus. I felt grateful for the
peace and stillness I had found on the island over the past
four months. I knew, however, that as the chilly late October
nights set in, we would soon have to return to the mainland.
We were fortunate last summer on Long Island to remain
free from the disease. As the fall and winter months
unfolded, conditions grew worse across the country. We
remained cautious and homebound. We explored new
recipes, learned to bake bread, played Scrabble, and read
books. We cancelled our Thanksgiving and Christmas plans
to see children and grandchildren in different corners of the
country. We probably watched too many Netflix movies, but
we did manage to exercise regularly during the long winter.
Now as we see a hint of longer days and sometimes
warmer sun, our thoughts return to Long Island. Some relief
has arrived across the nation with the Pfizer, Moderna, and
Johnson & Johnson vaccines. Maine has been making steady
progress vaccinating health care workers, teachers and
daycare workers, and those over 60 years old. In February,
the Long Island community organized a heroic effort,
through the good will of many community volunteers, to
offer a successful vaccination clinic for all of year-round
residents over 70 on Long, Great Diamond, and Cliff Islands.
With an ambulance and rescue boat at the ready, gift bags,
and fresh donuts, the Long Island community came to
together once again to help its citizens, just as it had last
summer when there was so much fear and uncertainty about
this pandemic.
Through compassion, good communication, and safe
practices, the Town of Long Island is carefully managing the
impact of COVID-19 for all its citizens, year-round as well as
seasonal residents. Last spring, the early restrictions developed to address this dangerous virus seemed draconian to
many of us seasonal residents, and yet, a full year later, we
can see that the rules helped to provoke helpful conversations that led to workable solutions for living together in
community safely during a pandemic. We still have many
more citizens to vaccinate on the island and the mainland,
and our daily lives have forever changed, but I am grateful
that we did not need to build any walls after all.
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The Millinocket
Fabrication and
Machine Company
A FAMILY BUSINESS CELEBRATES ITS LONG HISTORY
By Anne Gabbianelli

T

ucked off Katahdin Avenue in
Millinocket, just before the trek
into the Baxter State Park region,
a 115-year-old family business has
persevered through hard work and
reinvention. The Millinocket Fabrication
and Machine Company (MFM), affectionately known as “The Foundry,” has
been making machinery and metal parts
for more than a century.
The business was started by Thomas
Corrigan, whose iconic portrait hangs in
the office. He was Canadian born and
worked in the foundry trade in the late
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1800s in New Hampshire. In 1905,
when he was 33, he came to Millinocket,
seeing a need for the trade where two
world-class paper mills were being
built. The story goes that Tom’s partner,
Ed Ayling joined him, yet after a difficult
winter in the Maine woods, he
commented, “I’m not spending my life
in this God forsaken place,” and left.
Soon after, four of Tom’s brothers
signed on. John and Edward joined in
the organization of the business, while
Patrick worked the trade and William
shared in the enterprise.

Top: Fred Lewis stands next to a portrait of
his grandfather, Thomas Corrigan. Above:
Fred reviewing his grandfather’s 1906
pocket notebook. PHOTOS BY ANNE GABBIANELLI

The business had its share of hard
times, starting with the first hurdle—
losing a shop to fire in the 1920s. Also,
the wood and paper industries’ ongoing
changes meant MFM was always
shifting gears. And when wartime
restrictions were placed on the use of

scrap metal, it was a threat to the business. But the Corrigan
brothers were able to nail down a contract to cast shaft bearings for Liberty ships being built at 18 shipyards. The Foundry
became a staple of the community for decades, courtesy of
the Great Northern Paper Company (GNP). GNP owned two
mills in the area and offered guaranteed work for the only
fabrication business in town.
Fred Lewis is the current owner of MFM, which was
founded by his grandfather. He has worked here for 40 years.
As Fred candidly shares how his passion developed for the
family’s fabrication business, he thumbs through his grandfather’s pocket notebook from 1906. He says that the
company has had to continually reinvent itself for success—
that need for resourceful flexibility has become a key trait of
The Foundry.
Fred’s work ethic began to develop when he was just six
years old, working in the potato fields. Following that, his
keen business sense was acquired while working with his
father in the Lewis family-owned IGA in Sherman Mills. He
admits, “You had to learn how to work with people, and that’s
a lesson I carried over.”
Fred graduated from Boston College in 1980, and his
mother, Helen Corrigan Lewis, suggested he consider
applying for a job at The Foundry. “I walked in for my interview wearing a three-piece suit, and everyone chuckled at
me,” he says, laughing at the memory.
Fred recalls his early start, saying, “My degree was in
marketing, yet my cousin Raymond, a second-generation
family member who was running the business, was interested
in my accounting and management skills for the office.”
As years went by, Fred’s determined mindset, complemented with his outgoing personality, led him to increase his
marketing efforts, and he started positioning this small fabrication business. “Marketing ramped up, as the mills kept
eroding. I created the business’ first brochure, went to trade
shows, hired reps, tackled road sales, and made international
connections.”
In 1986, when Fred returned from a vacation to attend a
Board of Director’s meeting, his cousin abruptly announced
he was closing the business. “The Foundry was not vibrant.
The grinder rooms were closing, and the mills were getting
smaller,” says Fred. “I went to my mother and said I need to
figure out how to buy this place or find a new job. I had no
money, so I asked my mother if she’d be willing to take her
stockholder shares and back me in the purchase.”
Though many accountants and business experts expressed
skepticism about the company’s financial stability, the determined 28-year-old secured two mortgages to buy the busi-

Top: Welding on a distributor manifold. COURTESY PHOTO
Center: Fred in the original foundry building with a
cast iron cupola furnace. PHOTO BY ANNE GABBIANELLI
Bottom: Working on a draft tube for hydro power. COURTESY PHOTO

ness. “One mortgage was to pay my mother back her shares,
and the other was to buy out the other family stockholders.”
He goes on, “I needed a job, and I enjoyed the work and saw
a lot of potential here with a good crew.”
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In the early 1990s, the paper company GNP was selling
out, a change that created instability. About 85 percent of
MFM’s work came from the mills. Over the years The
Foundry provided fabrication and machining services and
did repair and capital building projects for GNP. “During
this time, I married and had two children. One was two and
the other six months old when my wife got ill, forcing us to
move closer to Boston for her doctors. Yet, I still ran the
business from 300 miles away.” He goes on, “I’d say that
has been my biggest accomplishment. I was able to keep
my wife as healthy as possible and keep the business alive.”
In 2008, Millinocket—known as the Magic City—lost its
magic when the mill closed, followed by the neighboring
mill in East Millinocket. These closings forced millworkers
to scramble, and many started their own small businesses.
“A shop with the capabilities that we had could not compete
with these small job shops. So, we had to evolve to larger
projects, which meant acquiring larger machines and material handling equipment.”
As Fred walks through the facility, showing the various
projects underway, he notes that each job is unique. “Today
we can handle projects up to 30 tons. And we have the
largest turning capability in the state to include machining
parts up to 12 feet in diameter and lathe capacity that
ranges up to 84 inches in diameter by 21 feet long,” he
says.
Continuing the tour, Fred talks about ongoing work on a
power generation project. It has become one of the company’s biggest lines of work. The company also has product
development jobs in other industries, such as creating a
prototype for a company working on helium booths for
hi-tech manufacturing applications. In the past year, MFM
completed a Tender Car for a steam locomotive, part of a
restoration project underway for Maine Central Locomotive 470.
Because of the company’s focus on custom orders, Fred
is constantly on the lookout for manufacturers and indus50 • MAINE SENIORS

tries that need MFM’s large and unique machining and
metal fabrication capabilities. Admittedly, he says no day is
like the next. “Some days we have orders for parts the size
of a bread box and the next day the size of a locomotive. As
a manufacturer, we build to customer specifications.”
“There is no seasonality to the business. When the
economy is good, we are busy,” says Fred. Despite the stagnation of the economy through 2020, MFM is tackling a
couple of large projects. This year remains a time of
survival like that of the 1940s. As Fred says, “It’s been one
day at a time and one foot in front of the other.” When you
ask the now 63-year-old about the numerous hurdles he
has conquered over the last 35 years of ownership, his
quick reply is, “Who’s counting?” At an age when many are
planning for retirement, Fred keeps on, continuing the
family tradition of reinventing the business.
Meanwhile, his grandfather Tom’s distinctive portrait
holds its prominent position on the wall. Fred says, “It’s
uncanny how much my older brother Bill [who works at
The Foundry] looks like Grandfather, so I feel like Tom is
here watching over us all the time.” And I have a memory
of my own, in this regard. I am a cousin to Fred Lewis, and
I recall visiting The Foundry with my mother (who was
raised in part by the Corrigan family) each summer. We
would come to visit Uncle Charlie, the son of Thomas
Corrigan, who worked at The Foundry. Then as now, the
portrait of the man who started the company, Thomas
Corrigan, hung sedately on the office wall. It is an imposing
reminder of the company’s and the family’s heritage and
their inspiring resourcefulness.
Although there are no family members interested in the
business at present, the “wheels keep moving,” Fred says.
“One of the things that has enabled me to make this business work is you have to be able to figure out how to overcome problems and make it work.” It is this attitude and
resolve that has Fred and his crew looking forward. “There
certainly is a future here, even after I move on.”
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Maine
SEACOAST
MISSION
By Bob Cook
Sharon Daley

O

n a cold February morning, members of the Maine
Seacoast Mission boarded the Sunbeam and delivered
Moderna vaccinations to dozens of year-round island
residents. Leading them was Sharon Daley, an Islesboro resident
who serves as the mission’s Director of Island Health.
They vaccinated 61 people on Swan’s Island at the Mill Pond
Health Clinic. The next day, Sharon and her team vaccinated 73
people on the Cranberry Islands, Isle Au Haut, and Frenchboro,
which include 6 vaccinations via lobster boat to Islesford. Some
43 vaccinations followed on Monhegan Island on March 3. On
March 4, Sharon and her team flew via a Penobscot Air charter to
Matinicus Island to vaccinate another 31 people.
“It feels like a big party because everybody is so happy to get
this vaccine and it is a real sign of hope,” Sharon said. Across the
board, island residents were glad to see the Maine Seacoast
Mission arrive, after the US Centers for Disease Control allowed
them to vaccinate anyone over age 18.
Sharon said her team was scheduled to deliver the second
doses to 206 islanders the last week of March to complete the
process that is being carried out daily across Maine at large-scale
vaccination clinics, Hannaford Supermarkets, and pharmacies.
(Having the Johnson & Johnson single-dose vaccine will certainly
be a gamechanger for public health officials statewide.)
Navigating the logistics of safely transporting the Moderna
vaccine doses from the mainland to each island can be tricky and
challenging, Sharon observes.
“Our job is always about logistics and how to do things, but
COVID introduces a whole new level to it,” Sharon said.
For example, she explained the doses have to be ordered after
each person who wants to receive them is registered. The vaccine
also has to be transported in a cooler onboard the Sunbeam at
just the right temperature. Once a vial is opened to deliver five
doses, it must be administered with a few hours or it can’t be used.
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Sharon said if they have unused doses, they have to scramble to
find someone else, within a short two-hour timeframe, on a neighboring island who can accept the dose or it goes to waste.
Sharon said the vaccines can only travel in a cooler for 12
hours. If you puncture a vaccine, it is good for 6 hours, then a
single dose is good for 2 hours. “You have to not only figure out
the weather and the tides, but you also have to figure out the
order as to how to administer,” Sharon said.
She hired two registered nurses to help her administer the
vaccines, and other members of the team serve as screeners and
ushers. After each person receives a shot, another member of the
team will monitor them for 15 minutes to make sure they do not
have any adverse reactions.
“The islanders know how to adapt and make things work, and
we’ve been able to do it. It’s been very rewarding,” Sharon said.
Sharon has worked for Maine Seacoast Mission for 19 years.
Last year was a difficult year for her group, which has served
island residents health needs since 1905. After the pandemic hit
Maine in March, Sharon said her group could not go to the islands.
They did not want to run the risk of bringing any COVID cases to
the island populations. Sharon said just one case of COVID-19
could spread quickly and have devastating ramifications.
The risk of potential infection is great for island populations,
given the limited transportation via water or air that is used to get
to and from the islands. If a resident leaves their island to tend to
some business on the mainland, contracts the virus, and returns
home, it could create a public health emergency that could spiral
out of control.
During the pandemic, instead of meeting with patients in
person, Sharon said she and her team used telemedicine as much
as they could. They held weekly Zoom meetings to connect with
the year-round islanders, to check in with them, and to offer any
medical advice and guidance they could. “We did a lot of phone

calls to just check in with people” on each island, Sharon said.
Being able to give the vaccine to older island residents was critical to Sharon and her team. She explained that for 12 years she
has been doing an eldercare conference to make it easier for
elderly islanders to stay in their own homes.
Four islands have small aging-in-place eldercare centers, which
make it easier for members of these close-knit communities to
care for elders if their children have moved away, Sharon said.
The islands may only have a handful of residents during the
winter and early spring months, but Sharon notes that number
typically increases during late spring and summer with the return
of seasonal residents. Many seasonal residents have been asking
if they can receive the Johnson & Johnson vaccine after they
arrive on the island, but Sharon said they will have to obtain it on
the mainland.
Sharon has seen more people stay on the islands longer than
usual or purchase homes so they and their families can live there.
They see the islands as a safe port in the pandemic storm.
Sharon and her husband, Tom, first moved to Islesboro in
1980. Their two daughters, Lauren and Krista, were born in 1981
and 1983, respectively. Sharon could never have imagined that
she would find herself on the front lines of a public health crisis
40 years later.
Sharon grew up on a farm in Edina, Missouri, a community of
about a thousand people, located 146 miles from Kansas City and
149 miles from St. Louis. Sharon said she attended a one-room
schoolhouse.
After she graduated from nursing school, Sharon recalls that
she wanted to go out West. When some of her friends in Boston
invited her to come for a visit, her life changed forever. “I flew into
Boston one night, and I met my husband the next night,” she said.
Sharon and Tom lived in Boston and then Cape Cod before
they decided they wanted to move to Maine. After they visited a
friend on Islesboro, they fell in love with Midcoast
Maine and decided to move there.

Sharon noticed similarities between where she grew up and
her Maine community. Both places are rural or relatively
remote. Most people are self-employed and independent, and
there is an attunement to the weather as part of working,
whether it is catching lobsters in Penobscot Bay or tilling the
soil in the Midwest.
Sharon worked in home health care for a while. Tom owned
and operated a water-taxi service on Islesboro. Then the
director of the Maine Seacoast Mission held a meeting on their
home island, and Sharon learned they were looking for a nurse.
“I was lucky enough to get the job,” she said.
She made her first boat trip in the job shortly before the
September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks, another national
tragedy that deeply affected life. As on that occasion, Sharon
has seen Mainers rally and help each other. “I think people pull
together and watch out for each other as best they could.”
As a mother, Sharon understands the sorrow that some
islanders have shared with her via Zoom meetings, when they
could not spend time with their family members or were
affected by the pandemic in other ways. Sharon last visited
Lauren in Tucson, Arizona, after the birth of their newest
grandchild, shortly before the country went into lockdown,
“and I haven’t seen them since,” she says. Krista lives in East
Boston and flies for United Airlines. Sharon said she has seen
Krista just once since the pandemic gathered momentum in
the US last March.
Her work with the Maine Seacoast Mission has sustained
her spirit during this difficult time. Delivering the COVID-19
vaccination program to Maine’s islanders gives Sharon and her
team great satisfaction.
“Working for the Mission is the best job in the world,”
Sharon said.
To learn more about the Maine Seacoast Mission, visit
seacoastmission.org.
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Entertainment Venues

E

ntertainment in 2020 presented a quiet picture. There
have been no throngs of fans cheering for their favorite
team or standing ovations in sold-out auditoriums. But,
it’s a new year, spring is coming, and Maine’s major entertainment venues are creative, resilient, and ready.
While we may feel like the world has hit the pause button,
there’s actually plenty happening—even now. Some of the
bigger venues have been able to use their space to space
people out, and smaller, cozier venues have been able to
stream their performances right into the cozy spaces of audiences throughout Maine—and the world. The audiences have
become more practiced in their computer skills, and the venue
operators have become more flexible in their offerings, some
of which may provide new options that may stick well into the
future.
“Activation” is the word that Andy Downs, Director of the
Public Assembly Facilities Division for the City of Portland,
uses to describe the facilities he manages. “We prefer using
the term ‘activation’ over ‘open’ or ‘closed,’” he says. Downs
manages several facilities throughout the city including Merrill
Auditorium, the James A Banks Sr. Portland Exposition
Building, Ocean Gateway, City Hall, and Hadlock Field. All of
those venues have been “active” in one way or another.
The smaller venues like Merrill Auditorium have been
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By Susan Olcott

recording concerts on stage by the Portland Symphony
Orchestra and Friends of the Kotzschmar Organ to stream to
audiences at home. Up the coast in Camden, another smaller
venue, the Camden Opera House, has been hosting similar
streamed concerts. They hosted a few safely spaced events at
the end of the summer—just 45 people in a 485-seat theater.
Their streaming series, called SoundCheck, has been very
popular. It has been funded via donation to their Community
Arts Fund so that the events can be offered for free. “We are
actually reaching more people all over the globe through
these concerts,” says Dave Morrison, Opera House Manager.
“We’ve had over 12,000 views! So, this may be the new
normal. Even once we get back to larger performances, we
may consider pay-per-view to offset the cost,” he adds.
There have been some creative takes on streaming
events, as well, like the interactive improvisation shows put
on by the Cross Insurance Center (CIC) in Bangor. The CIC
is normally a full-service convention center and arena that
can hold up to 8,500 people. This spring, however, they are
presenting Colin Mochrie and Brad Sherwood from the
popular television series, Whose Line Is It Anyway? in
“Colin and Brad: Stream of Consciousness.” The Zoomed-in
audience will direct the show, watching Colin and Brad
respond to their prompts. Each of the four one-hour shows

Strapped seats at the Camden Opera House in January 2021.

Update on Some of Maine’s

promises to be as unique as its audiences.
Larger and more open-air facilities have had more flexibility to gather people in person, but still in smaller numbers.
In Portland, for example, even though the Sea Dogs baseball
team wasn’t able to hold their regular season, Hadlock Field
was able to host some atypical events like dinner on the field
and a golfing event where people were able to tee off from the
luxury boxes onto the field.
Across town, another sports team, the Maine Mariners
hockey team, which usually plays at the Cross Insurance
Arena, has also been sidelined this season. But they, too, have
taken up golf as an alternative—indoor disc golf. (From a tee
pad, players throw a disc at a target, on a course of 9 or 18
holes, competing to reach each target with the fewest throws.)
This event is in collaboration with Hammond Farm and Lone
Pine Brewing. They have put together a unique 9-hole indoor
disc golf course complete with a series of obstacles set up in
the arena. It is the first of its kind in Portland and was offered
to groups of six people.
When tickets went on sale in February, all of the time slots
were filled in 90 minutes. “I’d say that’s a good success rate so
far,” says Bill O’Malley, Cross Arena’s Regional Marketing
Director. “People are excited about it.” They have hosted a
number of other irregular events like a Spinathon put on by
local Jibe Cycling Studio. “We had socially distanced bikes on
the arena floor, and people spun for 12 hours and raised over
$15K for the Maine Cancer Foundation,” says Bill. They have
also hosted local Zumba classes and a drive-through teddybear toss around the holidays to raise money for the Boys and
Girls Club.
While these events aren’t generating the same level of
revenue that the regularly scheduled events would, it has
sparked some new opportunities for these spaces that may
continue going forward. “Had the pandemic not happened, we
might not have collectively sat down and thought, ‘How else
can we utilize this space?’” says Melanie Henkes, General
Manager of the Cross Arena. “There will likely be pandemic
events you will see in non-pandemic years,” she adds.
Other venues are so large that they have been able to
continue to have in-person events. “We never really shut
down,” says Earl Kingsbury, Director of the Augusta Civic
Center. “We have 23 separate meeting rooms, including two
ballrooms as well as a large auditorium—all with separate
entrances, exits, and restrooms,” he adds. “So, we are able to
totally isolate groups in a way that complies with the CDC
guidelines. Our building is well-designed to accommodate
something like this.”
They have been able to host municipal meetings of groups

The Gawler Sisters perform via livestream at the Camden Opera House.

like the planning board and the school board that otherwise
don’t have large enough indoor spaces to meet. They have
provided space for the local Fire Marshalls certification
program. They have also hosted training sessions for businesses in the area like Bath Iron Works (BIW) and Hammond
Lumber.
Coming up with ways to host these groups has led to a
collaborative effort, with the Civic Center working directly
with trade associations to develop workable solutions. “We’ve
been very proactive,” says Earl. “From how people move
around, to how we sanitize, to how we prepare and deliver
meals—every single aspect of running a venue had to be revisited,” he adds. While this adaptation has taken a major investment of time and resources, the new procedures “have really
become habit and make perfect sense. It’s something we want
to keep doing,” he says.
The City of Portland’s public assembly facilities will be
carrying those practices forward as well. They have made
significant changes to their cleaning and sanitizing protocols
in each facility from the Portland Expo to Merrill Auditorium.
“This is a change that will remain part of our general practices
moving forward, and we don’t envision reverting back to
pre-pandemic practices,” says Facilities Director Andy Downs.
Using their own improved procedures as well as limitations
on numbers, the Ocean Gateway, a 5600 square-foot glass
enclosed facility on the Portland waterfront, has been able to
stay open for gatherings like small weddings and private functions. This unique glass-enclosed facility is located directly on
Portland’s historic waterfront. In thinking of how things may
evolve this spring, Downs says, “Our positive outlook is that
when we do come back, we have the opportunity to return
more efficient and better than before!”
Two of the facilities that Downs manages have shifted
functions entirely to help provide services for people in the
area during the pandemic. The Portland Expo, home to the
Maine Red Claws and Portland High School basketball teams
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MEET A SUBSCRIBER

LINDA KNIGHT,
Traveler

By Mary Frances Barstow

M

eet Linda Knight.
Some of you may
remember her in her
cheerleader’s uniform, and
when she was called Linda
Court. That was her name
before she married her Kennebunk High School football
hero, David Knight.
They now make their home
in the Florida sun, and they
camp in Maine during the
summer. They often drive their
camper up the coast to be able to take in the Maine air and
visit the old familiar places.
Linda comes from a long history of Mainers. Her grandparents had a farm back in the day, with 16 children, so . . .
still many connections here.
When I asked Linda what was one of her fond memories
from high school days, she answered without hesitation:
how all the kids would be loaded with homework, but they
would choose to go to the beach instead.
After they got married, David joined the Air Force and was
stationed in several locations around the country, including
Alaska. He and Linda finally settled in the Dallas/Ft. Worth
area of Texas, where they spent 35 years and raised their
family.
The annual camping trips from Florida to Maine are no
problem at all for them. Linda and David love to travel—
they’ve enjoyed many cruises, including trips to Alaska, the
Caribbean, the Pacific, and the Riviera, among many others.
Above even travel, though, Linda and David hold their Christian faith of utmost importance.
Now, Linda enjoys reading the stories of Maine in Maine
Seniors Magazine. She also likes to check out the many
websites which feature Maine. Even though her life has
taken her away from Maine, she still feels closely connected
through family, friends, and happy memories.
It seems that wherever Mainers go, however far they travel,
they still keep this wonderful state in their hearts.
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and typically used for trade shows and large exhibitions,
functioned as a homeless shelter early on in the pandemic.
And Ocean Gateway has been the site of blood drives for
the Red Cross and has served as a distribution site for
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to local businesses.
Right now, it is also serving as a vaccination site for the
City’s first responders including members of the Police
and Fire Departments.
In Bangor, the Cross Insurance Center is now operating as a Mass Vaccination Clinic. This function came
about through a partnership between Northern Light
Health, Spectra, and the City of Bangor. General Manager
Tony Vail says, “We are excited and feel that it is an honor
to have the Vaccination Clinic at the CIC and to be part of
something so amazing. Hopefully this venue will
encourage as many people to get vaccinated as possible.”
The Augusta Civic Center is also working with MaineGeneral Health and the Center for Disease Control (CDC)
to open up as a vaccination clinic. “Everyone is ready,
willing, and able,” says Kingsbury. “We are optimistic that
we can open up all or part of our facility, but we are still
putting together the pieces of the puzzle,” he adds.
All of the people managing these facilities are working
to address the needs of Maine communities and to
provide more entertainment options to audiences as
soon as they can. “Everything is written in sand at low
tide,” says Melanie Henkes of Cross Arena. “But we are
hopeful to present our first live show, JoJo Siwa, on July
25th.” The Augusta Civic Center has Sawyer Brown on
their calendar for May 30th, and Bangor’s Cross Insurance Center rescheduled the Pink Floyd Show from April
to September 3rd.
“There has been great patience from our ticket
holders,” says Bill O’Malley of Portland’s Cross Insurance
Arena. “Our season ticket holders are standing by. It’s
refreshing to hear people say, “Yeah, we get it. We’ll be
back,” he says. People are certainly hungry to gather
again and to cheer on their favorite team or hear their
favorite singer. But their patience and support has kept
up the spirits of people in charge of these venues. “There
is this understanding that we are doing this experience
together—humans versus the virus, and that you’re doing
these precautions so that the person standing next to you
is as safe as you are,” adds General Manager Melanie
Henkes. “That said, we can’t wait to get our work family
back together and to welcome people back.”
So, stay tuned to see what these venues will be
presenting. You may be surprised by some new, creative
options that will bring joy to your spring.
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IN THE GARDEN

Astia container zucchini is a stellar performer, producing early and often.

Contain your
enthusiasm

O

Story and Photos by Lynette L. Walther

h yes, it is time! Time to
make your garden plans and
start your seeds. Spring is
just around the corner, and we are
itching to get out and cultivate our
gardens. Even folks with limited
gardening space are contemplating
the prospect of growing some of
their own food. The excitement is
building.
Whether you’ve got a big spread
or only a sunny balcony, the concept
of food gardening is within your
reach when you grow in containers.
Top: Crunchy pea pods on compact plants, the
While raised beds have captured a lot
hallmark of AAS winner Patio Pride peas developed
of attention in recent years, the trend
for container culture. (ALL AMERICA SELECTIONS PHOTO)
of container gardening is exploding—
Center: Container culture outside the box, a
hanging planter of lettuce can be grown practically and for good reasons, too.
anywhere.
Container gardening appeals to
Bottom: Grow the ingredients of a fresh summer
those who want to take more control
lunch, tomatoes, and cucumbers, in containers.
of their food source and know where
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their food comes from. It allows
organic growing. It helps to ensure
one’s own private source of fresh
vegetables, rather than relying on
stores, with all the uneven levels of
availability we have seen. It’s hard to
beat the satisfaction and convenience of being able to step outside
and harvest the ingredients for a
fresh salad or addition to a main dish.
Being able to boast, “I grew this!”
turns out to be one of the happiest
phrases a gardener can say.
Easy care, limited expense, and a
host of new vegetable and herb varieties bred just for growing in pots
and boxes make the prospect of
container gardening all the sunnier.
And for Maine gardeners, containers
absorb the sun, warming the soil
inside long before the ground is

warm enough to plant. By using
containers and these heat-absorbing qualities, gardeners can
get a jump on the growing season.
Getting started:
Plant selections offer plenty of
choice with new vegetable and
herb hybrids perfect for growing
in containers. Note that climbing
varieties make use of vertical
space, a bonus when container
gardening. (Many of the seeds
listed here are available from
Renee’s Garden Seeds.)
Here are some seed choices to
consider:
Basil — Italian Cameo
Bush beans — French Mascotte
Spinach — Little Hero
Tomatoes — Super Bush
Romaine — Sweetie Baby
Cucumber — Bush Silcer
Peppers — Baby Belles
Zucchini — Astia
Snap peas — Little Crunch, Patio Pride
Lettuce — Ruby & Emerald Duet
Chard — Pot of Gold
Kale — Green Curls
Planting:
Assembling a number of
containers is easy; the bigger the
better. Handsome glazed ceramic,
terra cotta, fiberglass or plastic
pots or wood containers are all
good candidates. The essential
feature that all must possess, is
good drainage. Large black-plastic
nursery pots are among the best
choices for a couple reasons. First
is that they are free leftovers;
second, they are lightweight yet
sturdy; and third, their dark color
works to heat up soil inside to
promote early-season growth.
While many gardeners find that
using spacers to block off bottom

sections of large containers works
well with annuals and ornamentals, when growing vegetables and
herbs, it is best to fill the entire pot
with soil because those root
systems often extend deeper.
Having deep root systems also
helps to prevent repeat cycles of
drying out which can occur in hot
and dry weather. A bottom layer of
well-rotted compost can help cut
down on the amount of commercial potting soil needed for those
especially large containers and
pots. But a light-weight commercial potting soil is necessary to
provide a sterile growth environment with no weed seeds, insect
eggs, or diseases harbored.
Potting soil is also specially formulated to provide excellent drainage.
To plant directly or start in flats
is the next decision. Larger seeds
like those of beans and peas are
fine to plant directly in containers.
In fact, peas in particular are often
hard to transplant and prefer that
their root systems not be
disturbed. Smaller seeds do best
when sown in flats filled with a
commercial seed-starting mix, to
help avoid disease issues like
damping off that can inflict seedlings. When the first sets of true
leaves develop, the tiny seedlings
can be carefully untangled and put
in cell-packs filled with potting soil
so their root systems can develop.
When those seedlings are about
five or six inches tall, they can be
set into containers with adequate
spacing allowed for varieties.
Care and feeding:
Unlike in-ground gardens,
containers tend to dry out more
quickly and therefore they need
attention to make sure plants

Top: Getting creative with containers can mean mixing
things up. Bottom: Look for determinate-type tomatoes,
even cherry-type tomatoes, for successful container culture.

receive adequate and regular irrigation. Depending
on the porosity of the container being employed,
some may need daily watering to maintain the
correct moisture balance. Terra cotta pots will dry
out sooner than plastic ones will.
For novice gardeners, this aspect can be
daunting, and there is a bit of learning curve
necessary to recognize how much water is needed
and how much is too much or too little. Plants
themselves will not always signal when more water
is needed. And sometimes when they do, it may be
too late to reverse the situation. Soil surfaces can
dry out quickly during sunny, warm days, but that
is not necessarily a call to get out the garden hose.
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ANSWERS
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Instead check moisture levels two to three
inches below the surface with your finger to
see how far down the dryness extends.
Most potting soil mixtures contain
slow-release fertilizer that can last for
several months, but some organic mixes
may not include those chemical enhancements. Check soil bags for details. Regular
applications of kelp or fish concentrates
mixed according to directions are good
choices to keep plants fed and healthy.
Healthy plants tend to shrug off disease and
insect damage—to a point.
Daily inspections for insect invasions are
the only way to ward off this type of disaster.
A few tomato worms can strip a plant in a
day. Aphids can sap plants and destroy
crops. As the old wives say: The best fertilizer is the gardener’s shadow.
Succession planting:
One of the benefits of growing containers
of crops is that it makes succession planting
easier. Smaller batches can be started two
or three weeks apart to keep harvests going
throughout the growing season. And
remember that frequent harvesting of crops
like beans, cucumbers, zucchini, and peas
for example, will keep plants producing
longer.
And at the end of the growing season,
our garden clean-up task is quick and easy.
We compost spent plants (but not those
that show any signs of disease or insect
invasion); add the soil to existing beds or
the compost pile; wash and stack the
containers and pots for off-season storage.
As we make out our seed lists in the
coming days, assemble the ingredients of
our summer gardens, the anticipation and
excitement are sure to blossom. Growing
our own food has never been easier or
more rewarding. When we join the
container culture group we are in good
company, as this garden trend just keeps
on growing. In short, it’s hard to contain our
enthusiasm for what’s to come in this
summer’s garden.

PHOTOS COURTESY THE YANKEE CHEF

THE YANKEE CHEF

Egg Drop Soup
By Jim Bailey, The Yankee Chef

A

pril is when spring should be in full swing and warm but, because we are in
Maine, it often isn’t. In terms of the seasons, it can be an in-between month,
which can make it hard to know what to cook. But here is my answer, delicious egg drop soup, and it is such a simple recipe. You can add all sorts of ingredients to either boost the spice or simply to make it hardier. Spinach is the most
popular add-in, along with peas, carrots, tofu, scallions, or hard-boiled eggs diced
and dotting the top. Super easy and quick!

INGREDIENTS:
2 cups chicken broth

INSTRUCTIONS:

1/2 teaspoon garlic powder

Bring to scalding the chicken broth, garlic, pepper, and chives. Once hot, make
slurry of cornstarch and 2 tablespoons water and whisk it into the soup.

1/4 teaspoon black pepper

Cook one more minute and then reduce heat to simmer.

1/2 teaspoon dried chives
(or freshly chopped)

As the temperature is lowering, beat 1 egg with 2 egg whites: set aside.

1 tablespoon cornstarch

Take a large spoon and stir the simmering broth to create a whirlpool.

3 eggs, 2 of them separated

Remove spoon and slowly pour in the beaten egg mixture in a thin stream while
soup is still rotating in pot. Once it has all been added, or during, you may need
to stir again to create that “cyclone” effect, in order to keep egg in thin strands.

1 tablespoon hot chile oil,
optional

Whisk remaining egg yolks into soup until fully incorporated.

Remove from heat, stir in 1 tablespoon hot chili oil (or use sesame oil if you want
to be less spicy), and serve hot.
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Established
2011
600+ moves

Transition Your Home, Simplify Your Life
Packing • Sale of Furniture

• Moving
Moving Management • Resettling Services
Management
• Sale of
Furniture
• Packing

Please contact
Kim Dorsky
and
for a free

Services
info@simplysizedhome.com • www.simplysizedhome.com • Phone: 207-358-0046

Established 2011 ~ Over 600 moves
Please contact Kim Dorsky and Liz Pattison
for a free consultation
info@simplysizedhome.com • simplysizedhome.com

207-358-0046

HOME

Their Happy Place
www.spragueandcurtis.com
75 Western Ave • Augusta, M E
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ACROSS
1. One who
manufactures
6. Science degree
9. Database
management
system
13. Desert
14. Inventor Musk
15. Welsh valley
16. Round Dutch
cheese
17. Saying
18. Comedian and
TV host
19. Uppermost
portions of the
brain
21. City in Transylvania
22. Where astronauts go
23. Men’s hairstyle
24. Indicates position
25. One point east of
due south
28. Businessmen may
have one
29. Grass part
31. Running back
Gurley
33. Unwavering
36. Options
38. Annoy
39. Greek mountain
41. Pastas
44. Fishes
45. Wrap
46. Potentially a
criminal (slang)

48. Seize
49. The Constitution
State
51. Upset
52. 1991 men’s
Wimbledon champ
54. Central Chinese
province
56. Predisposition
60. A notice of
someone’s death
61. One-time Kentucky
Rep.
62. Swiss river
63. Dried-up
64. Finger millet
65. __ Allan Poe
66. German river
67. Brew
68. Kenyan river
DOWN
1. Millisecond
2. Acts as military
assistant
3. Knot in a tree
4. Husband-and-wife
industrial designers
5. The Ocean State
6. Point the finger at
7. Parts in a machine
8. Midway between
northeast and east
9. Portray precisely
10. Blister
11. Mental illness
12. Nose of an animal
Answers on page 60.

14. What students
receive
17. Semitic peoples
20. Beats per minute
21. Family of drugs
23. Atrocious
25. Type of microscope
(abbr.)
26. __ or bust
27. Icelandic poems
29. A citizen of
Pakistan
30. Very pale
32. Metric linear unit
34. Sea eagle
35. Biblical judge of
Israel
37. Isaac’s mother (Bib.)
40. Sino-Soviet block
(abbr.)
42. Cool!
43. Large hotel room
47. Type of boat (abbr.)
49. Picked
50. Type of hookah
52. Attack
53. Directs
55. Belgian WWII
resistance fighter
56. Finished
negotiation
57. Heroic tale
58. Middle Eastern
country
59. Protein-rich liquids
61. Malaysian Isthmus
65. Spielberg’s alien

Call us today and
Experience
Our Experience!
Does Medicare have you frustrated and confused?

How and when to sign up for Medicare? Still working beyond age
65 and covered by a group plan, and not sure when to sign up?
Not sure of your Medicare benefits? Turning age 65 and don’t
know where to turn? Then turn to us!
Since 1975, thousands of Maine Medicare beneficiaries have
turned to us for guidance with their Medicare options. Medicare
continues to be confusing for most and we understand your
frustration. Our entire staff, as well as our state-wide
professional producers offer a depth of knowledge
and experience unlike no other.

Celebrating our
45th Anniversary

Carroll Harper & Associates, Inc.
396 Main Street
Southwest Harbor, Me 04679

Call 1.800.539.5133
or 1.207.244.5133
www.harperltc.com

From our one-on-one personal guidance
and claim assistance, to our advocacy on
your behalf at the legislative level, we have
become the trusted name in navigating your
Medicare options.

At Carroll Harper & Associates Inc.

you are never alone!

We are authorized to offer Martin’s Point Generations Advantage Medicare Health Plans!

Carroll Harper and Associates Inc. are
licensed insurance producers and not
affiliated with the Federal Medicare
program. (This ad is for the solicitation of
insurance. A Licensed Insurance Producer
will be assigned to answer your questions
and to make an appointment).

Located in some of the most prestigious towns and
neighborhoods in Southern Maine, RE/MAX Realty One knows
how to navigate through any kind of market. Providing cutting
edge technology, unprecidented knowledge, seasoned agents
and a brand you can trust, we will stand beside you every step
of the process.
The decision to sell your home is a big one. Whether this will
be your first time on the selling side for a while or you’ve
done it several times before, RE/MAX Realty One would love
to assist you with the sale and transition. Our trusted
RE/MAX agents can help you navigate the process, answer
questions and establish a plan that fits your needs. Give us a
call today!

Don’t worry, we’ve done this a million times!

| 21 Western, Ave, Kennebunk | 207-967-6777
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AdviceFROM MARY & JIMMY

Mary &
Jimmy
QUESTION: I am 62 years old and
recently retired. I’ve been dreaming
of this day for quite some time.
Finally, free time to do what I like to
do, instead of squeezing those
activities in between work and
family obligations. But in the two
months since my retirement, my
wife won’t leave me alone. Don’t
get me wrong, I love my wife, but
how about some “me” time? Ice
fishing, snowmobiling, and just
being left alone. I have a “honey do”
list a mile long. I need help!
—Harried Joe
MARY’S ADVICE:
Dear Joe, First, congrats on your
retirement! Second, I hear your troubled situation. Your wife is probably
so excited to finally have you home
with her that she is consuming all
your time. Try to give her notice
ahead of your personal activities.
Maybe go buy a nice calendar today,
and both of you can set it up together.
Then, she’ll be aware of your
schedule and won’t try to fill in your
time with her personal agenda. I
really think this plan will work.
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JIMMY’S RESPONSE:

JIMMY’S RESPONSE:

Well, the calendar sounds nifty, but
I suggest that you fill it in first . . . and
then sit with her to show your
remaining availability.
Does your car mechanic say, “Pick
a time, Joe. I’ll move everyone else
around to fit your convenience”? Or
does your dentist’s office say, “Pick
any day, Joe. The rest of these poor
schmucks can wait”?
During your work life, did the
company change its schedule to meet
your druthers? So ain’t it your time to
schedule you . . . just a little bit?

I vote yes to checking out the
psychiatric center.

QUESTION: I am a reverse snowbird. I like to winter in Maine and
summer in Arizona. I just love the
extremes of weather. I like to freeze
my tush off the winter and sweat
like a hog in the summer. I just
started to do this two years ago
when I retired.
Well, my kids think I am nuts.
They have suggested I get some
psychological help. They are serious
about it. They have even made me
an appointment at the Riverview
Psychiatric Center in Augusta and
suggest that maybe I should
commit myself.
They are serious! They really got
after me a few days ago when they
came by and saw me in my underwear in the backyard, just hanging
out. I need to get them to leave me
alone. Suggestions?
MARY’S RESPONSE:
I suggest you not go out in the
wintertime in your underwear. This
behavior is troubling to your children
and is inappropriate. I strongly suggest
an appointment with your personal
doctor. Maybe your family could go
with you and discuss their concerns?

QUESTION: I saw a friend the
other day texting on her phone. She
laid the phone down and left the
room. I looked at her text. It was a
picture of her naked that she was
sending to somebody. I quickly sat
down and didn’t say anything. I’m
not sure if I should find a way to ask
her about this. She’s a pretty
woman, but we are both are 80
years old. I just don’t get it. What do
you suggest? I’m afraid she will get
herself involved in some weird or
dangerous situation.
MARY’S RESPONSE:
Oh dear. You are right to be
concerned. Maybe you could explain
to your friend that people have the
ability to take a phone photo like that
one and share it with anyone they
want. She may be lonely for love and
is searching in dangerous places for
companionship and contentment.
Please help her to find healthy places
for this fulfillment. Maybe a senior
citizen center would have some activities to fill her time in a healthy environment.

JIMMY’S RESPONSE:
She’s 80 years old, for crying out
loud! She’s earned the right to do
whatever she wants to do as long as
she’s not hurting anybody. Yes, healthy
is better . . . but it’s her choice.

Do You Have a Problem?
Ask MaryandJimmy@
maineseniorsmagazine.com.

We’re here to help!
We’re a Maine company, happy
to be serving Maine people

• Straight Stairlifts
• Curved Starlifts
• Rental &
Used Stairlifts
• Wheelchair Lifts

• Home Elevators
• LULA Elavators
• Dumbwaiters
• Pool Lifts
• Ramp Systems

• Automatic Door
Openers
• Ceiling Lifts
• Handrails

2 Printers Drive, Suite 6, Hermon, ME 04401
207-848-3484 • www.maineaccessibility.com

S T E V E N S S Q UA R E AT BA X T E R WO O D S

Portland’s 55+ Active Lifestyle Community
Residential Conveniences. Enjoy one floor living
built with you in mind including designer chosen finishes,
private decks, indoor parking, elevators and more.

Campus Amenities. Take advantage of the fitness
center with indoor saltwater pool, guest suites for overnight
visitors, community gardens, fire pits, dog washes and more.
Perfect Location. Live in one of Portland’s
best neighborhoods, next to green trails,
restaurants, and just a short trip to downtown.

Now Taking Reservations for
Building Two!
Ed Gardner | Kelley Craig
(207) 415-4493
ed@gardnerregroup.com

583 Stevens Avenue, Portland, Maine | StevensSquare.com
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